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THE GREEN HILLS BY THE SEA.

CHAPTER I.

SUSPENSE.

Dalrymple's departure was followed by

an uneasy calm, as if the very atmosphere

had undergone a change. It formed the

chief topic of conversation
;

people got

into a habit of talking about it in whis-

pers ; and festivities were almost com-

pletely abandoned.

Members of large communities will find

it hard to realise the hold which this one

VOL. III. B
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man had taken upon the town. In order

to do so, they must think of the sudden

removal of a very agreeable or very dis-

agreeable person from their own house-

holds. Personal influence is like an odour,

sometimes penetrating to a great distance,

and sometimes scarcely able to get beyond

its source. In Dairymple's case, it was

most pungent, tickling some noses pleas-

antly enough, but rasping others until

there arose a consuming desire to put a

barrier between themselves and this noxi-

ous thing. Those who disliked him lived

in an uncomfortable state of expectation,

as if he might drop upon them from the

clouds at any moment; and those who

liked him felt dispirited, because the main-

spring of their gaiety was gone.

In two other quarters his absence was

deeply regretted, but for very different
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reasons. He was sorely missed by Bobby

Beg, Avbo had confidently looked forward

to an opportunity of tweaking bis flexible

nose. He was also missed by the Col-

quitts, who learned for the first time how

invaluable he had been to them. He had

been their one visitor ; his attentions had

become part of their daily life ; and now

he was gone and they were left alone.

Frank and Ned, divided from one an-

other, did not venture to stretch out a

helping hand. Considering all the circum-

stances, they thought it better for every-

body that they should stay away. And so

the Colquitts drifted towards the breakers,

destitution in front, and illness already

upon them.

Mona, who had vainly tried to get pupils,

could not but shudder when she looked

ahead. The wdiole weight of responsibility

b2
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seemed to rest upon her, and it was not

lightened b}^ the sight of her father com-

fortably nursing himself by the fire-side,

or of Georgie, who, poor boy, could do no-

thing to help. Such being the case, it was

only natural that Mrs. Colquitt, though

tending Nessie with all a mother's love,

should grow more depressing than ever.

Even the weather, which was mild, gave

her a text for many melancholy discourses

;

she pounced upon every passing head, and

firmly nailed to it that threadbare fallacy,

' A green Christmas, a full churchyard.'

On New Year's Eve there occurred an

incident which greatly increased the ten-

sion at Claddagh House. Mrs. Colquitt

was in a painful state of agitation about

the quaaltag\ or first person who should

cross the threshold after midnight. If he

happened to be dark, she anticipated some
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wonderful slice of luck; if liglit, a con-

tinuance of misfortune ; and if a spaagaglit^

or splay-footed person, nothing short of a

calamity. She had cakes, bread and cheese,

and jough ready for his reception. And

quite early in the evening, instead of

sitting quietly by Nessie's bedside as usual,

she kept trotting up and downstairs, being

imperatively urged to confide to Mona her

wish that the quaaltagh might be somebody

she had just thought of, a different some-

body every time.

She had just left the room after one of

these visits, when Mr. Colquitt and Mona,

who were keeping one another company,

were startled by a piercing scream, follow-

ed by the sound of a heavy body bumping

on the stairs. They ran out and found

Mrs. Colquitt lying insensible on the

ground. As she was not in the habit of
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fainting, it was an extraordinary thing

altoofetlier. Her husband and Sheval car-

ried her to a couch, and, while they pro-

ceeded to administer restoratives, Mona

picked up the candle which had fallen into

the hall, and went upstairs to investigate.

But cool-headed girl as she was, when

she reached the landing, she had to clutch

the balustrade, otherwise she would have

shared her mother's fate. It was only by

a strong effort of the will that she retained

possession of her senses.

In an arm-chair placed exactly opposite

the spot where she stood, with its legs

crossed and its arms folded, sat a skeleton,

nodding its gruesome head at her. At

iirst she thought the movement an illu-

sion caused by the flickering light of the

candle which she held in her hand ; but

as she watched, too terrified to remove
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her eyes from the grisly thing, she saw

that it actually was moving. Its attitude

denoted perfect repose ; it sat there nod-

ding as if it had fallen asleep.

Convinced of this, Mona gave way to

her fears. She turned and fled down-

stairs.

When she had told her father of the

ghastly sight on the landing, he looked

quite as frightened as she did. Without a

word he hurried from the room, and, meet-

ino^ Cain the Leo' in the hall, beckoned to

him to follow.

' I felt funny like all over,' said Cain

the Leg, when he afterwards described

the scene. Apparently this internal fun

consisted of a relaxation of all the joints,

for never did a more remarkable limpness

come over a man than came over Cain the

Leg Avhen his eyes fell upon the skeleton,
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nodding in the arm-chair. Nothing would

induce him to approach it, though he

tremblingly followed with the candle when

Mr. Colquitt carried it into a room which

was a confusion of boxes.

' This,' said Mr. Colquitt, with emotion,

' is Master Georgie's doing. A fine mess

the young rascal has got me into.'

The skeleton, which had been tied into

the chair, was evidently the work of an

amateur. It was clumsily put together

with coarse wire, some of the bones were

missing, and those that were present form-

ed anything but a homogeneous whole.

Still, such as it was, this singular old man

was proud of it. It had given him occu-

pation while his wife was out of the way

—and while his family were looking for-

ward to starvation. That Georgie should

have discovered it and played this dan-
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gerous practical joke with it, was a most

annoying thing. What on earth should

he say to his wife? There was a long

narrow empty box close by, and Mr. Col-

quitt prepared to transfer the skeleton

from the chair to it.

' But look !' gasped Cain the Leg, with

eyes starting from his head. ' It's alive

—

oh, murder, it's alive.'

* Stop that row,' said Mr. Colquitt,

angrily.

' But look, sir, look !' said Cain the Leg,

pointing a very shaky hand at the nodding

skeleton.

Mr. Colquitt raised the top of the skull,

which had been sawn across and opened

with a wire hinge. Then, with a certain

air of satisfaction, he motioned to the

startled man, who approached fearfully,

craning forward at each step to ascertain
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whether he had come within sight. When

Cain the Leg could see into the cavity, he

beheld a toad—the toad which Dalrymple

had presented to Mr. Colquitt.

' I don't think,' said Mr. Colquitt, smiling

for the first time, ' your mistress will look

for it in there.' With which, he proceeded to

put the skeleton into the box and lock it up.

_ This affair caused a tremendous com-

motion, which did not subside for weeks.

Indeed, it was never forgotten by those

who participated in it. Georgie, now very

penitent and frightened, was called out of

his hiding-place and severely reprimanded,

but it was upon his father that most of the

censure fell. Mrs. Colquitt insisted that

the whole thing was of his contriving, and,

though she was quite mistaken here, there

Avas some excuse for her, considering the

shock she had received.
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To complete her misfortunes, the quaaltagh

turned out to be a spooraght^ so she com-

menced the new year with a terribly heavy

load. Besides her real troubles, she was

now harassed by an imaginary one scarcely

less grievous. In her attempts to guess at

the nature of the disaster awaiting the

family—whether it was to be a serious turn

in Nessie's illness or what—she brought a

great deal of unnecessary worry upon her-

self and others. If only there had been

somebody from the outside world for her

to talk to, it might have eased her mind.

Bnt there was not one. And so, for the

Colquitts, the dark months were dork with

trouble.

As for Frank, he was haunted by the

disquieting suspicion that Dalrymple's

departure was part of a carefully prepared

plan. Though he could not see how to fit
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it in, lie clung to this idea most tenaciously,

turning it over in his mind day after day,

so that his anger was kept at high pressure.

He invented plot and counterplot ; thought

of everything Dalrymple was likely to think

of, and set something else against it;

seemed to have provided for every emer-

gency ; and yet was not satisfied with his

baj^ricade.

There was a certain legend running in

Frank's mind.

If tradition can be believed, there are

underground passages connecting Castle

Rushen with the abbey at Ballasalla, which

is nearly two miles distant. They are said

to communicate with a network of magni-

iicent streets perpetually lighted up with a

silver glow like moonlight. From time to

time hardy explorers have gone down there,

some never to be heard of again, and
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others to return with marvellous tales of

adventure. One man, armed with a

ploughshare, arrived after a long walk at a

rock to which was chained an old blind

giant with a long and snowy beard. ' And

what are they doing up there ?' he asked

of the traveller. ' Och ! just much about the

same as usual.' ' Give me hold of that

ploughshare,' said the giant. And crush-

ing it like a filbert, he bellowed :
' There

arc still men in the Isle of Man.'

Now, this was the very thing that Frank

earnestly desired to show Dalrymple. His

standpoint had changed and was still

changing. There could be no doubt that

the problem was approaching a solution, a

most desirable result for which his uncle^

his wife, and most of his friends were

striving.

One stormy afternoon towards the end
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of January, Diana saw Mr. Madclrell cross-

ing the market-place, and, acting upon a

sudden impulse, went out to speak to liim.

More than once during the last few weeks

she had tried to see Frank at his office, but

without success, for he was seldom there in

the vacation. The greater part of the

time he spent in some pursuit likely to

replenish the scanty larder at home, either

in shooting or else in coursing with Dr.

Mylworry, who thanked his stars that, ow-

ing to the healthiness of the town, he had

but few patients to interfere with his sport.

Unable to meet the nephew, Diana thought

she would try the uncle.

Mr. Maddrell greeted her with cold

politeness. He bowed, but did not offer

to shake hands. The wind being so high

that she found it difficult to stand, he led

her to the weather side of the freestone
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column. Her spirits, which had began to

fall, rose again at this piece of thoughtful-

ness. As concisely as possible she stated

her request, concluding vdth a hope that

he would help her to put an end to a

situation which was intolerable.

'I shall be very glad,' he replied, gravely,

^ when some settlement has been reached.

If it should be Frank's wish that I should

receive you as my niece, you shall have no

cause to reproach me for want of hearti-

ness. But at present the decision does not

rest in my hands.'

^ But oh, Mr. Maddrell, won't you use

your influence with him ?'

' You see, I'm not in possession of the full

facts. I don't know who is right and who is

wrong. Frank has not volunteered any in-

formation, and I have not asked for it. There-

fore, my safest plan is to hold my tongue.'
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^ Then you won't help me/ said Diana^

chilled by the old advocate's reserve.

' To speak quite frankly, I not only can't

help you, but, if your interests should clash

with those of my nephew, I am bound to

side with him. Don't misunderstand me,'

said he, looking at her kindly. ' We in

the Isle ofMan hold the ties of relationship

to^ be paramount. If you should hear a

word of mine that seems to you harsh,

remember, it has been prompted not by

unfriendliness towards you, but solely by a

wish to protect Frank.'

^And in protecting him,' said Diana, with

a bright smile, ' you will protect me, his

wife.'

The old man's eyes lighted up with

pleasure. He seemed about to give free

rein to his feelings ; but, suddenly recollect-

ing himself, he gravely offered her his arm
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and conducted her to her own door—a cir-

cumstance that caused no small amount of

gossip in the town. It was currently

reported that Mr. Maddrell had undertaken

to mediate between husband and wife, and

everybody put forward his or her version

as an indisputable fact.

But attention was diverted into another

channel by the threatening aspect of the

Aveather. Though it grew calmer towards

sunset, there could be no mistaking the

wild look overhead, the scared way in

which the clouds raced up from the sea

and took refuge behind the mountains, the

ragged aspect of the sky to windward, the

heavy ground-swell tumbling upon the

beach, and the strange sound of the ap-

proaching wind, not unlike the distant bay

of a pack of hounds. There was clearly a

storm in progress, as the gulls and gannets

VOL. III. c
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knew when they fled away inshore to

cower under the hedgerows.

It was destined to prove a very memor-

able storm. Among the many who suffer-

ed from its violence was Dalrymple. He

who had made his first entrance into

Castletown amid the strains of martial

music, was on his Avay back amid the

thunder of the sea. But whether he would

ever reach his destination seemed ex-

tremely doubtful. The Gordian knot,

which had been troubling so many minds,

was in danger of being cut in a way they

had never anticipated.

It blew very hard after midnight, and

on the following morning the wind, after a

brief lull, increased to a furious gale, which

brought a dense, drizzling rain sweeping

in from the sea.

Not knowing what else to do, Frank
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went to his office. But he had not been

there long when a fisherman ran in to say

that a vessel had gone ashore opposite

Claddagh House. She was a small

schooner, he said, and appeared to be

breaking-up fast, but the driving rain

rendered anything more than an occasional

glimpse of her impossible.

Here, perhaps, was the very chance that

Frank had been longing for, but why, oh,

why was his enemy away at the time?

His oilskins and sou'-wester were hancyins:

up behind the door. He hurried into them

and went away down to the beach.

c2
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CHAPTER II.

THE STOEM.

' Surely, Ned, you are not going out in

such weather as this,' said Mrs. Christorey,

looking at the rain which the wind was

hurling against the window.

•Yes, mother,' replied Ned, buttoning

up his overcoat. * There may be something

to do.'

' But there will be plenty to do it.'

' You wouldn't have me stand idly by, I

know.'

Her gaze was bent upon him anxiously.
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Though she would not come between him

and what he considered to be his duty, no

matter how dangerous it might be, she was

a little afraid that his rejection by Nessie

might have given birth to a certain reck-

lessness which was only waiting for an

opportunity to show itself. This was a

frame of mind in which he should not

leave the house with her consent at a time

when a wreck was a not unlikely occur-

rence. However, what she saw in his face

convinced her she had been mistaken.

Though she could not bid him go, her

smile was enough. He stooped down and

kissed her.

But as he was turning to leave the room

his father entered, stiff as a poker.

'What's all this tomfoolery?' he de-

manded. 'You're not going out, Ned?'

'Yes, sir.'
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'Then,' said the major, pointing at

Toby, 'take that ugly beast with you,

and pray that he may be blown away/

Ned went out smiling, for he knew that

his father was nearly as fond of Toby as

he was himself; and he left the dog be-

hind. Though the weather was good

enough for himself, it was, he considered,

too bad for his shaggy friend. So he

hurried away through the storm alone.

The town, as Ned passed through it,

appeared utterly deserted. In the market-

place the wind carried everything before

it ; coming in sharp gusts from every point

of the compass, it threw the straws into

such bewilderment that they knew not

which way to turn. The grey walls of

the Castle were almost black with the

rain ; in one place a great curtain of ivy

had been torn away, and the ugly network
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of roots was flapping in the wind ; and

there was no ensign floating over the

northern tower as usual, lest the massive

flag-]DOst should be hurled into the keep

below. The barracks and all the houses

around were grimy with salt and dust and

rain ; everything looked bleak, and blurred,

and desolate.

There was not a single person to be

seen, except the two sentries trying to

shelter themselves in their boxes. By the

way, about an hour later, a strange thing

happened to the sentry in front of the

guard-room on the quay. Such was the

force of the wind that he was blown into

the harbour, and but for his heavy over-

coat, which had become inflated with air,

would certainly have been drowned.

Hearing of the wreck from the sentry,

Ned went across the drawbridge, through
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the framework of which the wind was

whistling shrilly, while the chains kept up

an incessant clanking. In the harbour

the water was smooth enough, plashing

dismally around the huddled vessels, but

outside the waves were bursting like huge

bombs against the pier, and flying over

it in dense clouds of smoke. From the

Douglas Road it was possible to see a

little, but not much, of the weltering

waste that lay below the rain and spray.

The tide being high, the bay was full of

wind-driven waves, tossing and struggling

and hissing as they rushed onward to the

very wall, to leap high into the air and

fall upon the road with a drenching 'swish,'

barely audible amid the roar of the gale

and the thunder upon the beach.

Almost opposite the gates of Claddagh

House there was, in the wall, an opening
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leading down to the shore, which at this

point rose more abruptly in a bank of

shingle. And here stood a group of men

and women, gazing earnestly seaward.

When Ned looked in the same direction,

he could just perceive a dark object loom-

ing through the mist, and disappearing

€very other minute beneath an avalanche of

surge. The unfortunate vessel had struck

upon a pebbly ridge, which had been

formed by the action of the tide sweeping

round the pier, and was prevented from

shifting by the outcrop of the limestone

layers.

Gradually the curtain lifted, and little

by little the hull and mast and spars came

into view. After she had grounded, the

wind and sea had swung her round, so

that, with her deck sloping sharply to-

%vards the shore, she now lay broadside on
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to the waves, wliicli were pouring over her

incessantly, smothering her beneath tor-

rents of dark-green water and snow-white

foam, lifting now her bow and now her

stern to batter them against the shingle

and keen edges of the rocks. She had

been schooner-rigged, but every stitch of

canvas had been either taken off her or

else carried away. Her foremast, also, had

gone by the board : evidently after she had

struck, for, held by the lee-rigging, it was

ramming against her side and threatening

to stave it Avith the rise and fall of every

sea. The mainmast was still standing, and

there were a few dark specks clinging to it

,

But hearing a startled cry from the people

on the beach, Ned looked again, and lo ! it

was gone.

He hurried down to Frank, who had

only just arrived upon the scene. Under
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the influence of this dreadful catastrophe,,

the two friends met as if there had never

been any disagreement between them.

' Frank,' said ISTed, eagerly, ' can't we do

anything to help them ?'

' I'm afraid not, Ned,' replied Frank,

sadly.

' Poor things,' put in an old fisherman,

' it's all over with them now. Anyway, no

boat could live in that broken water

yonder.'

The rise of the bank where the dis-

masted hulk lay, partly stopped the seas
;

so that, after expending their strength

upon her, they poured onward again in a

semi-circle of broken water, which was

lovely to look upon. Surely there is no-

thing so alluringly beautiful as the white-

ness of foam upon a rocky coast where its

purity is unsullied by sand or mud. It
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has a delicate creamy softness whicli allows

the eye to peer right into it, so different

from the impenetrable glance-repelling

whiteness of snow. You forget the

virulence of its hiss in the fascination

of its matchless beauty, and feel that

you must lave in it and so bring your-

self into contact with such heavenly spot-

lessness.

But when it is the covering of death,

when it is contemptuously tossing to and

fro dark things that once were men, and

when a battered hulk looms through the

veil of rain and spray in the background,

one views it with very different feelings.

So beautiful, yet so cruel! Frank and

Ned shuddered as they looked at it ; the

faces of the fishermen standing close by in

their dripping oilskins were grim and

solemn ; and the women and children
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were huddled together like terrified sheep

behind.

There was nothing to be done but wait

and watch until the sea should choose to

deliver up its prey. One by one those

dark things came ashore ; one by one they

were grasped by strong hands rushing

fearlessly into danger to save them from

as much ill-treatment as possible ; and one

by one they were tenderly borne to a place

of shelter, thence to travel their last jour-

ney together. For several hours this

melancholy work went on. Frank and

Ned stayed there, doing what they could,

which was little enough. The storm,

having wreaked its vengeance, began to

abate, the wind following the sun a point

or two and falling rapidly. But the rain

came down in torrents, which made it

more difficult to see than ever.
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At some little distance along the shore

a sailor s chest was washed up, unnoticed

by all except one man, Clague, who stood

looking at it, and finally broke it open.

He was not exactly drunk at the time,

but incessant drinking had so deadened

his moral faculties that he was scarcely

responsible for his acts, his hatred against

the individual having expanded into

hatred against the whole human race.

If the brand of Cain was not upon

his forehead, it was certainly upon his

heart.

The chest was nearly filled with clothes
;

among them lay a gold chain and a locket

containing the portrait of a young girl,

probably the dead sailor's sweetheart.

Here was a story in miniature ; a story so

told that it would have brought tears into

the eyes of most men. In Clague's case,
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however, it gave to his gaunt features an

expression that can only be called wolfish.

He picked up the trinket and was about

to put it in his pocket, but suddenly

dropped it, and, with a muttered oath,

strode off.

It was the appearance of Frank that

had scared him away. He looked after

Clague's retreating figure which he easily

recognised, but made no attempt to follow.

Why should he ? The gold chain, which

would have been taken first, showed that

nothing had been touched, so no actual

harm had been done, whatever might have

been the brute's intentions. No, let him

go his own way ; if sooner or later it did

not end at the gallows, it would be a won-

der. So Frank, seeing Bobby Beg in the

distance, summoned him to assist, and to-

gether they carried the chest to a spot
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where the rest of the wreckage was

collected.

' Look, Master Frank !' exclaimed Bobby

Beg, when he had set down his burden.

* Who are they yonder ?'

Frank looked in the direction indicated,

and was surprised to see a number of

strange men coming along the road.

Their dress, which had been sadly damaged

by the weather, showed them to belong to

a man-of-war, and they were headed by an

officer in naval uniform. They walked as

if greatly exhausted, and, when they

came in sight of the people on the beach,

leaned against the wall and made signals

to them. There was a general rush to

the spot.

The officer announced himself to be

Lieutenant Fosbroke, of H.M. brig-of-war

Goshaivh. now a complete wreck. She had
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been despatched to the island with military

stores, he said, had been caught in the

o^ale, and had run on some rocks which he

had since ascertained to be situated on the

inside of Langness. How she had got into

that position he did not know, but the

fishermen knew well enough that it was

the effect of the tide sweeping round the

Skerranes. All their boats had been car-

ried away, except two which had been

sent off to fetch assistance. One of them,

under the charge of the purser, had not

arrived as yet; but the other—the lieu-

tenant's—had reached Derbyhaven after a

terrible pull of three hours.

It was an odd course to take, but then

they did not know where they were. In-

stead of comiag straight across the bay

—

and this would have been difficult enough

—

they must have gone outside again, and

VOL. III. D
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have rowed along the rocky coast of Lang-

ness, where the bottom is so rough and the

current so strong that even in cahn weather

the water is often like a seething caldron.

How the boat managed to keep afloat in

the wild sea which must have prevailed

out there during the height of the gale,

was long afterwards a standing puzzle.

- But perhaps the most singular part of

the lieutenant's narrative was yet to come.

There was a passenger on board the

Goshaivk ; at least, if she still held together,

which seemed very unlikely. Being an

intimate friend of th^ captain's, he had

joined her by invitation, for he too Avas

2foino[ to Castletown. His name was

Fabian Dalrymple.

Bobby Beg hailed this announcement

with a yell of delight. To the amazement

of everybody, he tucked the brimless
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hat under his arm, and, heedless of the

rain pouring down upon his yellow hair,

began to dance a sort of hornpipe in the

muddy road. His fellow-townsmen, all

glistening like seals, looked on with indig-

nant surprise ; opposite stood the strangers,

the lieutenant slightly in advance of his

men, watching with bewilderment pure and

simple. It struck them as a curious re-

ception after their escape from the sea,

while they were telling of friends who

were still in deadly peril, if not already

drowned.

' Hoot, sirs !' said Bobby Beg, pausing

for a moment in his frantic dance. ' If a

body won't take a dreain's feather, what

happens to him? Shipwreck—shipwreck

—shipwreck !' With which he again

plunged into the hornpipe, but was speed-

ily seized and quieted by force.

d2
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And now a rescue had to be attempted.

Ned looked at Frank, and Frank looked at

Ned ; not a word was spoken ; but by a

simultaneous impulse, as if that look

had flashed the thoughts of each to the

other, they moved side by side, and so led

the way to the town.

Neither said very much as they walked

along, stepping out as briskly as if they

were coming fresh to the labours of the

day. If either had glanced at the other's

face he would have seen there the reflected

expression of his own—a hard, determined

look about the features and a smile of

pleasure in the eyes. After a friend's life,

perhaps most of us would prefer to save

that of an enemy ; and, while Frank

hoped he were going to do the one, Ned

hoped he was going to do the other.

Moreover, both were exceedingly glad not
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only to shake hands, but also to feel that

the friendship cemented by a danger shared

in common would stand a severer strain

than was likely to be put upon it. It was

strange, they reflected, that the man who

had divided them, should now be linking

them together more firmly than they had

ever been before.

Frank owned the safest boat in the har-

bour. . Like most of the others, she was

lying above bridge for the winter, but he

soon had her launched and brought along-

side the quay. She had belonged to a

whaler, and was built on much the same

lines as a lifeboat, curving up to the bow

and stern, which were both alike, but

without any contrivance for righting her

if she should be capsized. When examined,

she was found to leak a good deal, the

paint having been knocked off in places by
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her last season's work, and also by children

who had fine fun cruising on shore. How-

ever, as Frank said when he returned

from his office with his oars and rowlocks,

that did not matter much, for she was sure

to be pretty full of water before she got

back.

There were several other boats beinoro

prepared for sea, so the spectators were

broken up into groups, but the greater

number stood around Frank and Ned, who

had no lack of assistance. There were still

four vacant seats in the whale-boat, aud

the question was who should fill them.

While Frank was considering, there

came along the quay two stalwart yellow-

bearded men, marching side by side. An

active old woman, who grasped with one

hand the shawl that protected her head,

trotted slightly in front, and occasionally
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turned back to look at tliem. Mrs. Quirk

had good reason to be proud of ber sons^

who were two of the best and most daring

fishermen on the coast. Marriage had

done but little to separate them, for they

lived in adjoining cottages, shared one

boat between them, and were seldom seen

apart. If such brotherly affection as theirs

was rare, so also was the assiduity with

which they followed their calling. Whether

or not they liked fishing for its own sake,

they could not have pursued it with more

unflagging industry had it been their

sport, instead of the toil by which they

earned their daily bread. Where there

were fish and a tolerable chance of catch-

ing them, there the two Quirks were al-

most certain to be found.

^ Here they are. Master Frank,' said their

mother.
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' Ay, we're ready, sir,' said the sons, ' if

you'll have us.'

' Have you !' cried Frank. ' That I will,

and right gladly too.'

Then the other men, who had only been

waiting for some one to take the lead, all

volunteered in a body. But only a couple

more being required, Frank selected two

powerful fellows called Fargherand Bridson

respectively. With as little delay as possi-

ble they took their places in the boat,

pushed off, and paddled down the harbour,

the people running along the quay, and

cheering.

Some of the other boats had already

started, but had been obliged to return.

They were but small skiifs, quite unable to

stand such a sea as Avas still raging out-

side. Indeed one had no sooner got be-

yond the pier-head than it was upset, its
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occupants being rescued only with the

greatest difficulty. In the end, the whale-

boat had to venture alone on the stormy

passage across the bay.

Thouofh the waves were still breakino-

over the pier,—but much less heavily than

an hour or two before, for the tide was

ebbing,—a crowd collected near the light-

house in order to see the six go by, per-

haps to see the last of them. As the boat

passed, they sent after it a ringing cheer,

and from the midst of the strife of wind

and rain and sea came a faint cheer in

return.

It was now that the real struggle began.

Suddenly meeting the full force of the

gale, as it rushed past the pier-head, the

boat stopped as if frightened, and then

sheered away to leeward, no attempt being

made to stay its progress in that direction,
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for the oars had been similarly arrestee!.

It was an anxious moment for the specta-

tors. As far as the eye could see, the bay

was ruled with long, straight lines of

breakers, each with the smoke flying from

its foaming crest, and deep down between

two of these monsters lay the defenceless

crew. But, before a wave could burst

_upon them, the six strong bodies were

swinging back, dragging with them the

dead weight of their craft. With her head

to the sea, she went over the water like a

duck. And now climbing the snow-capped

hills, and now descending the green val-

leys, they rowed on their way towards

Langness, until at length the mist and

rain hid them from sight.

Had Frank seen that little piece of cam-

bric waving him God-speed from the pier-

head ? It was held in the hand of a tall
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and beautiful woman, clad in a water-

2)roof. Many of tlie rougli sailors, with

that thoughtful care which they show

so conspicuously at times, had stationed

themselves to weather of her, so as to

shield her as much as possible from the

heavy showers of spray that were falling

around. More than one, seeing her trem-

ble in the fierce gusts, had implored her

not to stand so near the edge. But she

resolutely kept her place, her eyes fixed

on the boat in which her husband was

pulling stroke.

When Diana heard of what Frank was

about to do, nothing would detain her in

the house. She had loved him before;

she was proud of him now. Heedless of

wind and rain, she had come down to the

pier, and when he passed on his way to

attempt the rescue of the crew of the
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Gosliaivk and its one passenger, Fabian

Dalrymple, she was among those who

cheered him. Long after nearly every-

body else had gone, she stood there, peer-

ing into the grey confusion which had

.swallowed him up.
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CHAPTER III.

AFTER THE STORM

After shifting round to the south-west,

and so helping to deaden the sea, the wind

fell rapidly; and about midnight there

was little more than a light breeze, which

died away about daybreak.

The morning rose in smiles. It was one

of those sharp contrasts that make one

inclined to distrust the memory. For the

vivid recollection of a past altogether out

of harmony with the present is no easy

matter, until the appearance of some visible
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token, when the ideas are suddenly crys-

talised around it, just as water below zero

is almost instantaneously frozen by a grain

of sand.

The sky was a deep, undappled blue,

and the sun shone with a warmth quite

unusual for the end of January. Over

the gently heaving surface of the bay the

gtills went by on lazy wing. The green

hills seemed to have ranged themselves

close to the grey houses clustering around

Castle Rushen, and the whole landscape to

have been compressed, so that the eye

could look right into it as into a well of

crystal water.

There was a slight ground-swell tum-

bling upon the pebbles with a pleasant

melodious rhythm. Along the shore was

drawn up a row of carts, while big-booted

men with pitchforks in their hands were
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wading knee-cleep in the Avater, collecting

for manure the long brown tangles which

the storm had plentifully strewn along the

coast. Some women were eno-ao^ed in the

same task, though they kept to the dry

land and were often accompanied by

rough ponies with panniers slung over

their backs. There were also a number of

children playing about, gathering another

species' of seaweed called dullish, which is

supposed to be edible, but tastes not un-

like leather impregnated with iodine.

Some day, perhaps, physicians will turn

their attention to the sea and convert it

into a mighty medicine-chest.

But the visible token, the grain of sand ?

Ah ! that lay on the beach beneath Clad-

dagh House. Or, yonder among the piti-

less rocks of Langness, whither a stream

of people was now going to see what re-
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mained of the ill-fated GoshaivJc. Around

those two dismasted hulks many a thought

might surely crystallize. One glance was

enough to bring the scene of yesterday

into view.

Early in the afternoon Captain Nugent,

after talking for some time to the High

Bailiff in front of the barracks, entered

'his friend's quarters and found him lying

on a couch by the side of the fire. Dal-

rymple looked rather worn and tired, but

otherwise much the same as ever.

'That's a handsome thing you have

done,' said Nugent, taking the arm-chair

opposite.

'What?'

' Why, given a hundred pounds to each

of the families of the two poor fellows

who were drowned, and fifty pounds a-piece

to the other couple.'
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' Pooh ! Nonsense, I couldn't have done

less,' said Dalrymple, carelessly.

^ Many would have done a great deal

less.'

' But the money is nothing to me, and,

you see, I have no trouble about it.'

In order to rescue the crew of the Gos-

liawk^ the whale-boat had been obliged to

go backwards and forwards several times.

All went well until it was nearing the end

of its last journey, when it was capsized

in the heavy surf. All its passengers were

saved, however, including Captain Neville

and Dalrymple, who had refused to leave

the brig until his friend did. So also

were Frank, Ned, and the Quirks. But

the other two men, Fargher and Bridson,

were drowned, in the sight of a large num-

ber of spectators who could do very little

to help them.

VOL. III. E
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A subscription having been suggested

for the benefit of the bereaved families,

Dalrymple had headed it with a couple of

hundred pounds. In addition to this, he

had made each of the Quirks a present of

fifty pounds. Hence Nugent's remarks.

Dalrymple had also proposed to keep

the Goshawk; s crew at his own expense

during their enforced stay in Castletown.

But this the townspeople would not hear

of; it was for them to do, they said, and

for no one else. So, while the ofiicers

became the guests of the Lieutenant-

Governor, the crew were provided -with

comfortable billets for the few days they

would have to remain.

' You are a queer fellow, Dalrymple,'

said Nugent, gravely regarding the other.

' I have known you do some very excellent

things, and, if youll excuse my saying so, I
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have known you do some rather—well,

things that I didn't at all like. But,

whatever it is, you do it as if you don't

care two straws about it.'

^ Perhaps I don't,' said Dalrymple, with

a lazy laugh.

^Ahl'

'With one exception.'

'Miss Nessie Colquitt?'

' Right you are.'

' Then,' said Nugent, with an elevation

of the eyebrows, ' why did you run away

from her ?'

' I scarcely know. Perhaps I wanted a

holiday.'

' Nonsense, man.'

' Perhaps I was afraid of myself.

' Ah ! And you're not now ?'

'What a fellow you are to ask questions,'

said Dalrymple, with a shrug of his shoul-

e2
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ders. ' At least, I am sure of myself now/

It was quite true, as might be inferred

from his words, that he had gone away

with some idea of shaking oif his fetters

before they became too irksome. It was

also true that his attempt had been a

signal failure: so much so that, getting

Captain Neville's invitation to return in

the GoshaioJc^ he had jumped at it, though

his leave had several weeks to run. As

weak natures almost invariably do, and

even strong ones sometimes in critical

emergencies, he had accepted it as the

finger of Fate, pointing out the road he

should take.

At the same time, his absence had also

been prompted by another motive which,

not being very flattering in any way, he

was careful to keep to himself. Finding

that he was not making satisfactory pro-
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gress with Nessie, he thought her illness

—

when he would not be able to see her—an

excellent opportunity for showing the

Colquitts how indispensable he had become

to them. If he succeeded in curing him-

self, no great harm would have been done
;

if he failed, he would return with a better

prospect of gaining his end. It was an

undeniably strong card to play, but two or

three things, the shipwreck among them,

had occurred to interfere with its success.

Some faint idea of the truth dawned

upon Nugent, and, not knowing exactly

what to say, he picked up a stained and

crumpled newspaper which was lying on

the hearthrug. Though a very ordinary

act between friends of old standing, it

produced in Dalrymple a surprising display

of energy. He sprang to his feet, seized

the newspaper, and tossed it behind the
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couch. Theiij instantly falling back into

his usual indolent manner, he said, with an

uneasy laugh

:

' Hang it all [ when you come to a man's

rooms, you come to talk, and not to read.'

' But,' objected Nugent, regarding the

subaltern with an astonished stare, 'you

don't generally correct your friends' faults

in that impulsive way.'

' No, perhaps not. Consistency was never

my strong point.'

' Nor spasms your favourite malady.'

' True again,' said Dalrymple, returning

to his position on the couch. ^ But much

may be forgiven to one who has suffered

shipwreck. I'm an invalid, you know.'

' Yes, you had a narrow squeak,' said

Nugent, thoughtfully, after a short silence.

' Have you seen Maddrell yet ? He's a fine

young fellow, you must admit.'
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* I hear his voice in the hall.'

^Thenl'llgo.'

Nugent was glad to get away, for the

recent incident had troubled him more

than he would have liked to confess.

There was, he felt sure, something in that

paper which his friend did not wish him

to read. He knew it was an English news-

paper, but he had not observed either the

title or the date. What was the meaning

of this new mystery ? And now that he

came to think of it, Dalrymple's face bore

an expression that was strange to it : a

sort of furtive look as if he was afraid of

being watched. Nugent pictured to him-

self a man idly admiring a will-o'-the-wisp,

then following it a little way with careful

footsteps, and finally yielding to a mad in-

fatuation to pursue it through a morass

which at the outset he would have shud-
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dered at. Could it be so with Dalrymple ?

It was earnestly to be hoped not.

As Nugent left the room, Frank entered.

Though he had not actually come to like

the man whose life he had saved, his feel-

ings had undergone a very remarkable

change. Whether it was the danger to

his own life during those perilous journeys

to and from the shipwrecked vessel, or

whether it was a sanguine hope that this

might be the starting-point for a happier

future, or whatever the reason—for Frank

scarcely knew himself—there could be no

denying that his former antipathy had

vanished. He regarded Dalrymple no

longer as an enemy, but rather as a

protege in whom he could take both pleas-

ure and pride.

It rested entirely with Dalrymple

whether or not this improved state of
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affairs should continue, and unfortunately

the obligation he had incurred had only

increased his dislike. He winced at the

thouo^ht that he owed his life to the man

whom he had deliberately laid himself out

to molest. But what he had done in the

past Avas nothing compared with what he

was doing now. True, it was only a sin

of omission, but it cast a most discreditable

light upon his every subsequent act. He

was at once ashamed and indignant, as if

he had suffered some grievous injury,

partly through a fault of his own. How-

ever, if he could not rule his feelings or

alter the line of conduct which he per-

suaded himself had been forced upon

him, he could mend his manners, and this

he did.

' How are you, Dalrymple ?' asked

Frank, warmly. *You don't look very
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well yet. No, don't get up. I'll sit here.'

After shaking hands, he took the arm-

chair.

' Oh ! there's nothing the matter with

me. I'm a bit tired ; that's all. You ought

to be more tired than I am.'

' Living by the sea-side, one soon gets

used to hard work.'

^ You saved my life, Maddrell,' said Dal-

rymple, raising his eyes to look at Frank.

^ I scarcely know whether to thank you or

not.'

' Pray, don't. I only did what anyone

else would have done under the same

circumstances.'

' That may be your point of view ; mine

is different, naturally enough. I have to

ask myself, what is the value of my life to

myself or anybody else ? The only answer

I can see at present is. None whatever.
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On the other hand, my death would have

saved a great deal of trouble.'

^ Oh, but that's nonsense,' said Frank,'

rather hurt at what seemed like an attempt

to depreciate his work. ' You are out of

sorts to-day, and no wonder.'

' Perhaps so ; but don't think I under-

value your act, for all that. It was a

wonderfully plucky thing to do.'

'That paper,' interrupted Frank, anxi-

ous to get away from the subject, and

pointing underneath the couch, ' seems to

have been shipwrecked also.'

Dalrymple's legs descended from the

couch so as to obstruct Frank's view, and

his manner was very uneasy.

' Yes,' he said, with an attempt at care-

lessness ;
' it's an old paper that I hap-

pened to have in my pocket at the time.'

'An English paper? We don't often
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see them here. Might I look at it, when

you have done with it ?'

' Well, as a matter of fact, it's not in a

fit state to be read ; otherwise, you should

have it, of course. Have you seen Chris-

torey to-day ?'

Finding that he was not getting on as

well as he had expected, Frank did not

stay long. The new Dalrymple that he

had been setting up in his fancy was very

different from the man in the barracks,

who Avas again very different from the

man that used to reside there. Between

the three, Frank was naturally puzzled.

And now the meeting that he had so

long evaded was forced upon him. As he

was leaving the barracks, he met Diana,

and—if we exclude the occasion of her

ride in a wheel-barrow—for the first time

since she left the sick-room in Avhich they
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had been married, husband and wife stood

face to face. She had seen him cross the

market-place, and, guessing where he was

going, had come out and waited for him.

She was little less embarrassed than he

was, but her embarrassment sprang from

a want of reliance upon her own powers, a

strange thing with her ; and his from a

fear of being obliged to say something that

would pain her.

Dalrymple, who was looking out of his

window, watched them with a painful con-

flict of emotions, his handsome face chang

ing colour every other moment. And

Bobby Beg, who had stationed himself in

front of the custom-house opposite—a posi-

tion he often occupied afterwards—watched

Dalrymple as a cat watches a mouse.

Though what he saw would have per-

plexed a mser brain than his, he was
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pretty confident that his time would come.

^ Frank,' said Diana, panting a little, 'I

must tell you how very, very proud I feel.

It was a noble deed—a deed worthy of

those old Manx heroes of whom you are so

fond of talking. Yes, Frank, "there are

still men in the Isle of Man."
'

He started at this. It showed such an

intimate acquaintance with his thoughts.

'I stood on the pier,' Diana went on,

' and watched you go by.'

^ You did !' he exclaimed, looking at her

w^onderingly.

'Yes,' she said, with a sudden pang.

For, if he had cared about her, would he

not have expected it? and would not a

loving eye have immediately pounced upon

her signal ? 'And when I saw the immense

waves and the little boat with its brave

crew, oh, Frank, how I trembled
!'
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' But wasn't tlie sea breaking heavily

over tlie pier ?' he stammered, trying to

keep the conversation at a commonplace

level.

' No, I don't think so. And you saved

them all, Frank ! Didn't it make you feel

very happy ?'

' I daresay we should have felt happy if

it hadn't been for the two poor fellows who

were drowned. And that reminds me I

have something to thank you for. I hear

you have been exceedingly kind to their

families. The Quirks, too, tell me you

have given them a very large sum. It's

very good of you indeed. I only wish I

could have helped them myself

' But,' interrupted Diana, with a pleading

smile, ^ isn't it the same thing, Frank, when

your wife has helped them ?'

He made no answer, but kept his face
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turned steadily away from her. Frank

was beginning to realise that the accom-

plished fact, against which he had so long

rebelled, would prove too strong for him

in the end, but he could not yet bring him-

self to yield. Diana, on the other hand,

was slowly but surely becoming convinced

that she had set herself an impossible

J}ask, and yet she struggled against it quite

as desperately as he did. There was a

certain similarity between his case and

hers which sometimes entered her head to

be indignantly repelled ; for was there ever

a woman who did not consider herself

exceptional? She would make him love

her ; she would not let him go. And so

Diana nailed her colours to the mast and

fired away.

'Oh, Frank,' she cried, 'how long

is this to continue ? Are we never,
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never to be united? The tiling is done

and can't be undone. Do you hate me

so ?'

' Hate you, Diana. Oh, why won't you

understand ?'

' Then what is to be the end of it ?

Come with me, my husband,' she pleaded,

laying her hand on his arm, with her

beautiful face looking coaxingly into his.

' Come with me to your home and mine.

See, there it is ! Mother is at the door

waiting to receive us. Come, Frank ! Do,

do come now !'

Unfortunately for Diana, she was inter-

rupted by several lads rushing wildly

across the market-place, which had hitherto

contained only herself, Frank, and Bobby

Beg. They appeared to be racing for Dr.

My1worry's house. As soon as one ofthem

reached it, the others stopped and began

VOL. III. F
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to chatter. There was evidently something

amiss.

A soldier pushed his head out of one of

the windows of the barracks.

' What's the matter ?' he cried.

'

shot,' was all that could be heard.

'Who?'

But the answer was inaudible.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE LAST STEAW.

At high tide the extremity of Langness is

broken up into several joints by narrow

galleys which connect the bay with the sea

outside. The joints are small islets placed

€nd to end, covered with spongy grass and

guarded on every side by dangerous crags.

The last of them, the Skerranes, has no

grass and is often partly submerged. The

whole series forms a slio-ht curve facino; the

town.

It was upon the inner side of this

f2
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curve that the Goshawk had been wrecked.

A large staff of men, engaged to save the

military stores she had brought, were

employed upon her all morning, while

a considerable number of spectators lined

the grassy headland behind. But about

one o'clock there arose a shout that she

was moving. As they watched, the hulk,

lightened of part of her cargo, floated on

the incoming tide, glided off the rock, and

with a plunge sank in deep water, onl}^

a few bubbles and spars marking the

spot where she had gone down. Fortu-

nately, there was nobody on board at the

time.

There being nothing more to see, the

spectators presently returned home, and

the salvage men soon afterwards followed,

leaving the rescued articles in charge of

a sentry who had been sent over by Cap-
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tain Nugent. It was a strange scene, this

solitary soldier standing like some scarlet

ibis by the side of the glistening sea ; on

the brown rocks close by, a melancholy

collection of damaged guns, ammunition,

cabin fittings, spars and ropes ; the caves

on either hand opening their great black

mouths as if they would devour him

;

over yonder across the bay, the town and

the row of watchful hills behind, sunlit

to-day, dark as they were yesterday

;

and away to the left, the Stack and a

long rano^e of headlands mero^ins; in the

Calf

One of the peculiarities of the island

is, that almost as soon as children can

walk they tumble into a boat and paddle

off to sea. The old hen, running frantic-

ally about the shore, may cluck after her
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daring ducklings in vain ; away they go^

making no end of a delightful splash. Oh,

yes, they return—sometimes, at any rate :

lasually about meal-time. In this connec-

tion it may not be inappropriate to add

that there are very few Manx sailors who

can swim; so, when anybody falls into

the water, there is seldom anybody to pull

Kim out.

Shortly after the Gosliawk sank, Georgie

Colquitt and a number of other boys bor-

rowed a fisherman's skiff and started to

row across the bay. The oldest of them

was fourteen and the youngest nine ; a

finer collection of young pickles never

went afloat. When stroke was struggling

with an oar high above his head, bow was

lying in the bottom of the boat—bowled

over by a crab, and the rest were roaring

with laughter. The coxswain issued the
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most contradictory orders whicli were

never obeyed, and, when the crew got

tired, they amused themselves by trying

how near they could go to upsetting the

skiiF without actually doing it. In brief,

they had rare fun.

Though one after the other had a turn

at the oars, it took them a long time to

accomplish their two-mile journey. When

at length they approached their destina-

tion, Georgie Colquitt was sitting on the

knees of another little fellow in the stern
;

two of the older boys were rowing, and

half-a-dozen bright young eager faces were

hanging over the gunwale like flowers in

a vase.

The sentry, pacing with shouldered rifle

by the side of the Avreckage on the rock,

challenged the party. He had strict orders,

he called out to them, not to allow anybody
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to approach. If they did so, he was bound

to fire.

The merry little crew rowed on, laughing,

not believing a word he said.

The sentry, lowering his rifle, repeated

his warning.

It was received with laughter as before.

For the third time the sentry warned

them ; bringing his rifle to the ' Present ' in

order to emphasis his words.

The boatful of bright faces continued to

advance.

The sentry's finger tightened on the

trigger : and as it did so, the skiff's bow

sank and the stern rose on the top of a

wave. There followed a sharp crack which

was echoed among the rocks, the deadly

whizz of a bullet, and Georgie Colquitt fell

forward, to the speechless horror of his

companions who were spattered with his
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blood. With terror-filled eyes, they gazed

at the crimson stream which was flowing

into the bottom of the boat, and at the

head which was bowed over it. The merry

young crew had been stricken dumb and

motionless.

At leno^th, one little fellow faltered :

' Georgie, are you badly hurt ? Georgie,

Georgie, look up.'

But Georgie never looked up again, for

the bullet had struck him full in the centre

of the forehead.

It never occurred to his young compan-

ions that he was dead; they could not

think of such a thing as possible. A bad

wound they could understand, but not the

sleep that knows no waking. It was the

sight of so much blood, which flowed as if

it never would stop, that numbed their

energies ; they felt that Georgie must be
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very seriously hurt indeed, and, not daring

to lay a hand upon him, they sat there like

terrified mice, while the boat rocked to and

fro on the sunlit water.

The sentry, a young Irishman, was

almost as nerveless as they were. At the

inquest afterwards, he said he had aimed

above the skiff, but, as already mentioned,

i:t rose at the moment he fired, and the

unfortunate boy was sitting above his com-

panions : two things which contributed

towards the accident, for such it must be

considered. At any rate, the soldier, who

was merely obeying orders, was exonerated

by the Court from all blame.

The two Quirks who had not heard of

the fate of the Goshawk and had come to

see it, now appeared upon the grassy head-

land behind. In response to the sentry's

call, they descended to the rocks below and
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scrambled over tlie slippery seaweed to the

spot where he stood. It took some time

to make them understand what had

happened, such a catastrophe being quite

new to their experience. Before they

could rouse themselves to act, they had to

take a long hard stare at the boat with its

crew of white marble statuettes.

But when it was eventually brought

alongside the rocky ledge, partly prepared

though they were for the sight that met

their gaze, the two great strong fellows

who had faced many a gale and lost many

a shipmate, began to tremble like women.

Only the knowledge that there was work

for them to do sustained them. With a

glance at one another, they lifted the boys

out of the skiiF and set them down a few

yards away.

' Get home as fast as you can, my good
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lads,' said tlie elder brother, kindly, ' A
walk'll stretch your legs a bit. But mind,

don't breathe a syllable to a soul. Leave

that to us. Nay, you've no call to be

frightened
;
you're not to blame at all.'

With this comforting assurance, the sin-

cerity of which he did not pause to ques-

tion, he sent them off, and the white-faced

little fellows crept homewards in awed

silence, a sad contrast to their merriment

at starting.

^This is a dreadful job,' said John

Quirk, when he had seen the full extent

of the disaster.

' Ay, that it is, John,' returned Thomas.

' Get in, lad. The sooner it's done, the

hetter.'

So they pushed off and rowed the skiff

back to the harbour as speedily as possible.

Pulling alongside a small schooner, they
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borrowed a tarpaulin and laid it over tlie

white young face which had been staring

up at the blue sky during the dreary

journey. While debating what they should

do next, they saw Major Christorey on the

quay, and summoned him to their assist-

ance.

He never looked more like a one-armed

marionet than he did then, walking by

the side of John Quirk as stiffly as if

impelled by springs. He treated the bro-

thers as roughly as if they had been to

blame : at first refused to believe them

;

and, when he had peered down into the

boat, drew back shuddering, and rattled

out his words like bullets.

In order to get rid of some lads who

were standing about, he dispatched the

whole party for Dr. Mylworry. As for

himself, he said he would go at once to
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Claddagli House by the Douglas Road.

But the Quirks, who had procured a

stretcher, were to carry their burden by

a back road along the river, and so through

a lane terminating in the little recess

where the sentry was posted in front of

the lodge-gates of Government House.

They might thus escape notice altogether,

whereas, if they waited for a conveyance,

a crowd would be sure to collect. After

making these arrangements, Major Chris-

torey departed on his mission, and the

Quirks proceeded to follow his instruc-

tions.

Short as the lane is, it passes over rather

a steep hill. As the two men mounted

the one side, Mrs. Colquitt was mounting

the other. Poor old lady, her foreboding

had been strangely verified. Her imagin-

ary trouble had worried her enough, but
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here was a terribly real one advancing

upon her.

When the Quirks saw her, they were

thunderstruck. It was too late to retreat,

for she was quite close to them, and, the

narrow lane being still further narrowed

by grassy banks climbing up the stone

walls on either hand, they could not pass

until she moved out of their way. Step-

ping on to the grass, they stood there with

their heads hanging down, and the stretcher

between them swaying.

Mrs. Colquitt—who, remember, thought

she could read the future—looked with a

curious smile at the tarpaulin which cov-

ered her dead son. Though a mother's

instinct is often placed at an exceedingly

high level, far above any rational faculty,

it was here altogether at fault. This stout

dressy old lady stopped merely because,
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being a little out of breath, she considered

it a favourable opportunity to rest and

talk.

' What have you got there. Quirk ?' she

asked.

' Nothin', ma'am, nothin',' stammered

John Quirk, not daring to raise his eyes

from the ground.

^ ' How can you tell me such a wicked

story!' she said, pleasantly. His answer

having given her curiosity a great impetus,

she was determined to see what lay beneath

that tarpaulin. ' I hear Mrs. Shimmin is

going to give a big dinner. Is she plan-

ning some grand surprise ? and is it fish for

her you have ? Come, Quirk, I know it's

fish.'

' No, ma'am, no.'

' Then what is it that you make so much

mystery about ?'
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Neither of the brothers answered. They

were almost frantic, half-inclined to make

a rush past.

' I declare/ said Mrs. Colquitt, playfully^

advancing towards them, ' 1 will see.' And

she laid her hand on the tarpaulin.

'For God's sake, ma'am, don't touch it,'

gasped John Quirk. ' Don't lay a finger

on it. Don't look, whatever you do. Go

right away back to the house, my poor

lady, and Heaven help you ! for we'll be

after you soon enough.'

' Aye, go home, do, Mistress Colquitt,'

added Thomas.

She gave them a startled look, and then

the awful truth burst upon her. The

tarpaulin would not be there if the small-

est spark of life remained, and what it

covered could only be her son. The

stricken mother uttered no cry ; showed no

VOL. III. G
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sign of weakness except in lier death-like

face ; but turned and walked quietly on

before tbe two fishermen and their burden.

She left the gate open for them to enter

after her, and, standing at the sitting-room

door so that no one should come out,

waited for them in the hall. In a back

room sat her husband listening to the

^pitiful tale which Major Christorey, think-

ing he had plenty of tirae, was gently

breaking to him. But this she did not

know, as she kept guard over the door.

When the fishermen went upstairs as she

directed, not by speech, but by gesture,

she followed, and, as soon as they had set

down their burden and departed, tottered

in alone to her dead son.

It was the general opinion that Mrs.

Colquitt who had been depressing enough

before, would henceforth be intolerable.
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But the general opinion was completely

mistaken, for the suddenness and severity

of the shock made her a different woman.

From that day, she was seldom heard to

utter a complaint, and, though actual cheer-

fulness was not in her nature, she jealously

kept her grief to herself, instead of trying

to get others to share it.

Though the mature character is not

easily influenced, there was a good reason

for the change in Mrs. Colquitt. She had

spent the greater part of her married life

in pining for a grievance ; failing in this,

she had industriously manufactured dum-

mies and thrust them in the faces of her

family and friends ; when the bank failed, she

was able to collar her husband and belabour

him for what he had never done ; but,

when Georgie was taken from her, there

was a painful gap in her life and nothing

g2
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left to her but regret. It was her first

sorrow, and she bowed her head beneath

the blow. When you hear a man prating

in the street about his poverty, do not

believe him ; a hundred to one he has

more money in his pocket than you have.

The really poor man hides himself away in

his gloomy attic, afraid lest even there a

stray sunbeam should detect his shabby

clothes. So it was with Mrs. Colquitt,

who had flaunted her dummies before the

world, but, when trouble actually overtook

her, mourned over it in secret and wore a

cheerful face in public.

Of course, this did not happen quite at

first, for it took her some time to recover

from the shock. Not that she had to keep

to her bed ; there were far too many things

to do—such things as she felt must be

done under her own superintendence.
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Her husband did very little to help her.

Sincerely as he lamented the loss of his

son, he sat by the fire-side and kept his

toes warm. If he were to trot about in

the cold, it would not benefit poor little

Georgie; there was surely no need to

mingle grief with discomfort. So Mr. Col-

quitt grieved comfortably, huddled in a

heap on his chair so as to catch as much

heat from the fire as possible. There was

nothing heartless about the old fellow ; it

was merely his way. AVhenever his wife

entered the room, he watched her furtively

as if expecting something unpleasant to

follow, for he had led a miserable life since

the skeleton incident. But all that was

changed now ; she was too much engrossed

with her trouble to think of nagging at

him, and he was agreeably surprised at

the gentleness that had come over her.
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This could not but re-act upon liim. For

instance, lie once offered to go out in the

rain for her, and, instead of sending him,

as she used to delight to do, often when

there was no occasion for it, she sent Cain

the Leg, who at any rate had one less limb

in which to get rheumatism.

During the dark days immediately

following Georgie's death, Nessie, who had

recovered from her illness, was the greatest

comfort to her mother. Her old trouble

sank into insignificance beside this which

had clouded all their lives, and by trying

to brighten them she brightened her own.

It was but little she could do for them,

merely a tender word occasionally, or a

gentle touch of the hand, or a sad smile

on the pretty pale face ; and yet her sweet-

ness and patience worked wonders in that

darkened house. She went to and fro-
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with noiseless tread, trembling as she

passed the door of the room in which her

little brother lay, but always controlling

herself bravely at the sight of her mother

and Mona, who managed everything in the

calm clear-headed way that sprang from

habit.

Briefly, then, the bundle of faggots which

had lately been in danger of being broken

up, was stronger now than it had ever

been before.

Nor was this the only effect of the

calamity that had overtaken the family, for

it restored to them their lost friends.

Every cord that Dalrymple had loosed by

the tedious work of months, was in a single

day drawn tight again by a force which no

rational creature would dream of trying to

resist. It was a sudden rush of sympathy

for the Colquitts, who were now considered
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to have been hardly used, every excuse

being made for what had been held as in-

excusable, ' their mercenary plot to obtain

Diana's money.' The stream flowed here

and there and everywhere ; it poured in a

flood around the house at the funeral.

An immense amount of importance was

formerly attached to a funeral in the island.

A-t the mention of one, there will arise

before the eyes of any old Manxman the

vision of a gloomy throng gathering from

all quarters, wearing a sombre costume,

which on a week-day plainly shows their

errand. They are collecting to pay the

last tribute of respect to the dead ; a thing

that no one who has the least acquaint-

ance with the family would neglect to do.

From far and near they come, from yonder

hills where the smoke from their peat-fires

is curling into the air, from the cosy home-
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steads scattered about the wavy landscape,

from heath-clad glens through which stream-

lets rush joyously to the sandy beach, from

the quiet town where the vessels in the

harbour are flying their flags at half-mast,

a motley throng of men and lads, some in

carriages, gigs, farmers' carts or shandry-

dans, others on horseback, and others again

on foot ; some dressed in ordinary mourn-

ing, and others wearing rough tall hats

and swallow-tail coats of dark-blue frieze.

One cold January morning, when the

bells of St. Mary were tolling their mourn-

ful message—Bobby Beg at the ropes, of

all people in the world—it was just such a

crowd that gathered in front of Claddagh

House, only it was swollen by many of

the soldiers, who were present at Captain

Nugent's request, and also by the oflicers

and crew of the Goshawh, If the unfortun-
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ate lad had lived to a great age, he could

hardly have received as much respect as

he did by his early death. The great

number of persons of every class who were

present gave his mother a strange sort of

pleasure ; though she did not come down-

stairs, she knew they were there by the

incessant roll of vehicles and the tramp of

footsteps on the gravel. She was proud

that her Georgie should be so honoured.

All the necessary duties on this occasion

were performed by her husband. There

was a very dreadful custom of providing

cake and wine, and even more substantial

food and stronger drinks for those who

chose to take them. And, oh ! what a

sickening sight it Avas to see men eating

and drinking in that gloomy room, while

upstairs hearts were being wrung, and eyes

were so dim with tears that they could
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scarcely take their last look at him they

loved !

But at last the hearse, with its waving

plumes, slowly moved off, and by degrees

the long train got into motion. It passed

through the town, and then along the

Malew Road. Mrs. Colquitt, drawing aside

the blind to press her tear-stained face

against the window of the silent house,

could just see it, and derived some grati-

fication from its length. And so poor

little Georgie went his last journey—'over

the church-stile,' as the Manx say.

Among those present, there was at least

one man sufficiently self-possessed to con-

sider how the event would affect him.

This man was Fabian Dalrymple, whose

love can be described only as the concen-

trated essence of selfishness. When he

thought of the great expense incurred by
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the Colquitts, and their impoverished con-

dition before, he said to himself

:

' It's the last straw that breaks the

camel's back.'
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CHAPTER V.

UPS AND DOWNS.

One afternoon in May Mr. Colquitt, wan-

dering into the garden, came upon Cain

the Leg, who was limply hanging over his

spade.

'Have you seen any birds'-nests yet?'

asked Mr. Colquitt.

'Well, no, sir,' replied Cain the Leg,

thoughtfully regarding his master. ' I've

never lif up my eyes to look for them.

But,' added he, mth some idea of turning
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an honest penny, ' will you be wantin'

any?'

' No, no, it doesn't matter.'

'I can look anyway,' urged Cain the

Leg, ' an' maybe I shall iin' some. There's

noj^nowin'.'

' I don't Avant them,' said Mr. Colquitt,

curtly, as he walked away.

- Slowly drawing the back of his hand

across his mouth, Cain the Leg looked

after him.

'Th' oul' boy,' he said to himself, 'is

growed a bit quieter o' late, an' the mis-

tress isn't half that cantankerous neither.

Well, well, it's an ill win' as blows nobody

good.'

Chewing this crumb of comfort, he

leaned on his spade and gazed steadily at

the ground for another half-hour.

Mr. Colquitt had, stored away in some
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dark corner, a collection of birds'-eggs, to

wliich his mfe liad the strongest objection

on account of the cruelty involved in get-

ting them. It was for her sake that he

had resisted the present temptation
;
yet

not entirely for hers, also for his own.

Now that she no longer worried him with-

out cause, he saw the advantage of not

giving offence, and was much more careful

in his acts and words. In fact, husband

and wife had at last come to see that

matrimonial bliss must be founded upon

reciprocity.

Morally, then, the situation had greatly

improved during the past few months

;

but, financially, it was nearly as bad as it

could be, and the one tended to counteract

the other, peace of mind being an excellent

sauce for broken victuals. At present

Mona was able to shield her parents and
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sister a little ; there were many difficulties

which, unknown to them, this practical

girl resolutely grappled with and overcame
;

but the dark future that was looming

ahead made her shudder. How were they

to meet it? In despair Mona fell hack

upon a woman's remedy for every ailment

—a wedding. Having already dabbled in

the gentle quackery which is so inviting

to the fair sex, she proposed to doctor the

family with a compound pill of her own

manufacture, and this pill was to be the

marriage of Nessie and Ned. As for her-

self, she intended, when her mission was

accomplished, to seek for a situation as

governess.

When the spring gave way to summer,

Mona, having previously ascertained

Nessie's objection to marriage, commenced

a course of logical treatment. There were
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plenty of illustrations ready to lier hand.

The peasantry took a very business-like

view of matrimony, an engagement being

often broken off because one side or the

other refused to throw in another pig or a

sheep. Nessie knew all about this, yet

saw nothing wrong in it ; she was so ac-

customed to it that she regarded it as a

mere matter of course. Then, asked Mona,

how could it be wrong in her case if not

in theirs ? Was she so very different from

the people who belonged to her own race ?

Was there one standard for them and an-

other for her ? If so, where was the line

drawn ? Besides, she was not asked to

marry anybody she disliked ; she liked

them—Mona was apparently urging her

sister to commit bigamy—and they more

than liked her, and the rest Avould certain-

ly follow. Of course, the more love one

VOL. III. H
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took into married life, tlie more capital

one liad to draw upon ; but then if tlie

balance at the bank should be small at the

outset, it could be largely augmented by

careful management. Apart from all these

considerations, which were entirely per-

sonal, there was the welfare of her father

and mother to be thought of. Was it not

h^er duty to make some little sacrifice of

her own feelings for their sake ?

At first Nessie listened to Mona's argu-

ments with absolute pain, but after a time

she became so used to them that her mind

kept turning them over almost mechanic-

ally. During this process they grew like

a snowball, until at length her resolution

began to yield beneath their weight.

When she saw her mother so changed, un-

complainingly carrying her heavy burden,

she yearned to do something to gladden
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her heart. After all, she kept asking her-

self was not her objection prompted by

selfishness ? Mona would never advise

her to do what was really wrong. • If so

—oh, that she could see her way clearly.

There was another influence at work

with Nessie. When she witnessed the

kindness of everybody, she could not but

contrast it with what she was being led to

regard as her own hardness of heart.

There was Dalrymple, who visited her

several times a week and was exceedingly

attentive to her mother ; and good old

Ned who came in sometimes in his own

bashful way ; and Diana, who had proved

herself a true friend in their trouble ; and

many, many more. And Frank ? No, he

had not yet been able to reduce himself to

the level of an ordinary friend, and so

thought it better to hold aloof.

II 2
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But in another way Frank was decided-

ly progressing. His successful defence of

Clao^ue had brouo^ht him a o^ood deal of

legal business, and this, strangely enough,

had been greatly increased by his share in

the rescue of the GosJiaiulcs crew, for the

young advocate who had risked his life to

save others was thought worthy of every,

e'ncouragement. It became the fashion to

engage his services, so he was kept pretty

hard at work. He was not only rising in

his profession, but also making money.

Estimated by the result of the spring

months, his income was a very fair one

indeed—quite enough for a young married

man to live upon. And this was the sting

of it, for he had fallen into the dangerous

habit of placing each incident as it cropped

up—just to see how it would look—in the

life he had depicted for himselfand Nessie.
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It was this that kept him still struggling

against his fate, only giving way so very

gradually that Diana had almost abandoned

hope.

With the improvement of his prospects,

Frank tried to induce his uncle to take

down the doorplate again and return to his

old life of hobbies, comfortable messes, and

pleasant naps in the easy-chair. But the

old man would not hear of such a thing ;

now that he had got into harness once more,

he was very loth to leave it off. The fact

of the matter was, he had made a hobby

of his work. He liked to be pottering at

something, and, when it brought in a little

money, he had the satisfaction of feeling

that he was helping the coach forward.

Now and again he got something to do,

but not very often, for his exertions towards

the close of the year had made such a drain
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upon his strength that his friends could

not venture to trust anything important

in his hands. As a rule, the clients that

came to him were a queer lot, -with

queer cases which afforded him immense

delight.

One morning there slouched into his

office a tall rough country-looking fellow,

with a freckled face and bright red hair

which had evidently been cropped under a

basin. He carried a soft hat in his hand,

and, when invited to take a seat, carefully

placed it on the chair and sat on it. By

the sly way in which he rubbed his chin

—

shaven, as Jacob noted for future reference

— it was clear he thought himself a very

funny fellow. He announced himself as

John James Kelly.

' And your busiiiess ?' inquired the old

advocate, sitting pen in hand.
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* I want the Higli Bailiff took up/ replied

Kelly.

' Indeed ! Who sent you to me ?'

' Major Christorey.'

Mr. Maddrell chuckled. Here was

another fight between those fiery old

antagonists. He entered into it with great

zest, taking such copious notes that many

sheets were soon covered with his illegible

scratches, and parting mth his new client

in the most cordial manner.

Kelly had scarcely left the ofiice when he

came running back in a great hurry, his

face as white as a sheet.

' I want to swear the peace agin Dick

Clague,' he said, excitedly.

' Why ?' said Jacob, stroking his beard

with grave surprise, ' what has he been

doing?'

^ Doin' enough, I reckon. When I got
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outside the door, I foun' him waitin' for

me, and what should he do but up with

his fist and threaten to clout me? He's

a dangerous fellow, that. I didn't want to

fight him at all, so I just stepped back to

swear the peace agin him.'

* But why should he wait for you ?'

^ He says he buried some money in a

fiel' near the win'-mill, an' it's gone an' I

took it, he says, which is a lie, for I know

nothin' about any money. Likely enough,

he was drunk. Anyway, a sober man

must have protection agin the like of

him.'

Anxious not to goad a desperate man,

Jacob counselled gentler measures. Kelly

eventually consenting, he went to the

door and spoke to Clague who departed

scowling.

Whether or not Clague had actually lost
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any money as he said, the sum which he

had recovered from the bank seemed to

have come to an end about this time.

Since taking to drink, he had been careless

enough about his clothes, but he now

degenerated into a dreadful scarecrow, his

gaunt figure being hung about with dirty

rags, with a flaming face set on top.

Moreover, instead of frequenting the inside

of public-houses, he was more often seen

standing about the outside, his eyes hav-

ing that wolfish look which is so fre-

quently caused by a craving for drink.

' It would be a good thing,' said Jacob

afterwards to Frank, ' if we could get him

shut up in Castle Rushen as a lunatic'

' He's scarcely that, uncle.'

' Well, I don't know. I would sooner

think of a man's head being wrong than

his heart. The worst of the law is, it
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never acts until too late. We saw Clague

drifting into crime before
'

*Tlien you think he murdered Mac-

donald?'

' The law acquitted him,' replied the old

man, quietly. ' And here he is clearly

drifting towards a bad end, and yet we

have no power to stop him.'

^ Frank would gladly have assisted the

man to whom he was indebted for his rise

in the world, but all his efforts in this

direction had been fruitless. When he

gave money, it was accepted without grati-

tude and spent in drink ; and any other

offer was always indignantly and indeed

fiercely declined, the previous gifts having

established, as Clague was pleased to think,

a claim upon the donor. Diana had also

exerted herself to help him, but with no

better success. He had become a nuisance
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to the whole town, yet no one knew how

to get rid of him.

However, the end was near at hand.

When next he appears, it will be for the

last time and at the lowest level to which

a human being could possibly sink.
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CHAPTER VL

TYNWALD DAY.

On Tynwald Day, the 5th of July, there

was, as usual, a great gathering at St.

John's, which is about three miles from

Peel. From every part of the island

people went on foot, on horseback, and in

vehicles of every kind, to hear the promul-

gation of the laws which the Keys had

passed during the year.

It was a blazing hot morning, yet

nobody seemed to mind that. Carriages
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rattled by, full of eager faces. Farmers

jogged along in their carts, their families

sitting behind, all evidently enjoying the

sunshine. Stalwart fishermen strode along;

the dusty roads in twos and threes, seldom

slackening their pace unless it were to take

a drink at a brook. Here was a young

mother carrying her baby in her arms
;

there, a quaint old married couple hobbling

on together by the aid of two sticks apiece

;

and yonder, a merry-andrew standing on

his head, to the delight of a grouj) of lads

who rewarded him with an occasional

copper. Everybody was going in the same

direction.

Shortly before noon the encircling moun-

tains—the precipitous Slieu-Whallin quite

close at hand—^looked down upon a grassy

plain thronged with people. The numer-

ous stalls and booths on the common which
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was intersected by roads, suggested a fair

rather than a solemn State ceremony, a

rehc of the distant time when the Norse-

men ruled the island. Indeed, there were

many signs of festivity ; hampers in nearly

every carriage, flasks at many a mouth,

and so on.

In the midst of the crowd rose a mound

called Tynwald Hill, constructed in three

platforms to represent the three estates,

and supposed to have been originally com-

posed of earth brought from each of the

seventeen parishes. It was now sur-

mounted by a tent over which floated the

royal standard. The circular summit of

the hill was covered with a carpet, and on

it was placed a chair for the Lieutenant-

Governor,whowas at this moment attending

service at St. John's Church opposite. The

steps of the church were strewn with
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green rushes—an ancient custom by which

certain land was held rent free—and the

entrance was connected with Tynwald

Hill by a double row of soldiers.

Presently, along this lane came the

procession, consisting of the coroners

carrying their wands of office ; the captains

of parishes ; the clergy ; the High Bailiffs
;

the Keys, Major Christorey marching stiffly

amongthem; the Bishop, the Deemsters, and

the rest of the council; Captain Nugent

bearing the sword of state ; and finally the

Lieutenant-Governor.

When they had all taken their places

within the space roped off for them around

the hill, the coroner of Glenfaba ' fenced

the Court,' or proclaimed silence. After

which, the senior Deemster, standing by

the side of his excellency's chair and look-

ing as if he would have preferred an un-
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brella to a wig, proceeded to read out the

laws in English and Manx.

As a matter-of-fact, however, the people

thought the Deemster far less interesting

than the cheap-jacks. They were even

irreverent enough to like looking at the

merry-andrews better than at the Lieuten-

ant-Governor. Though there was a bright-

ening of faces at the sound of their native

tongue, the majority did not care a button

about this part of the business ; and were

not sorry when, the procession returning

to the church for the discussion of certain

legislative measures, they were once more

at liberty. Then they flocked back to

watch their favourites, to wander through

the stalls full of tempting things for sale,

and to enter the booths containing mon-

strous men and women. Did the hardy

Norsemen do this ? There can be little
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doubt they did, unless humanity has

greatly changed.

Released from his duties, Dalrymple

approached the block of vehicles on the

sideofTynwald Hill remote from the booths.

Hampers were being unpacked, and the

popping of corks mingled with the hum of

voices and frequent laughter. The con-

versationshowed that the carriagesbelonged

not to one party, as a stranger might have

supposed, but to four corresponding to the

four towns, between which there existed a

good deal of jealousy.

It was very amusing to watch the faces

of the young ladies of Douglas, Ramsey,

and Peel, as they saw their admirers

slinking away to surround a Castletown

carriage.

' Who is she ?' asked an English lady,

who was paying a visit to a Mrs. Mylrea, a

VOL. III. I
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married friend with marriageable daugh-

ters, living near Douglas.

' Don't you know ? oh, dear me, a horrid

creature. Inveigled a foolish young

advocate into marrying her. Pretended

she was dying, and, when she had him fast,

came to life again. There's artfulness for

you. He won't live with her, and no

wonder.'

' And where is he ?'

' I saw him a short time ao:o wanderino;

among the crowd by himself. Poor fellow,

he leads an awful life.'

' She seems very pretty.'

' Pretty!' exclaimed Mrs. Mylrea, with the

utmost scorn. ' A black-eyed doll without

a particle of expression ! You call her

pretty because the men run after her.

But, dear me, they always go like sheep

when there are plenty of good things to
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eat and drink, and they can get them

there. Just look at the champagne! I

never did see such extravagance.'

' Who is the old lady by her side ?'

' Her mother. Decked out like a gipsy !

Fancy that Indian shawl and gorgeous

jewelry on a day like this ! that's Castle-

town fashion, I suppose.'

She stopped suddenly and turned very

red in the face, for she saw Frank standing,

hat in hand, by the side of the carriage.

He had been trying to attract her attention

for some little time, but she had been too

engrossed in watching Diana to notice him

until now.

' Oh, how do you do, Mr. Maddrell ?'

she said, with a desperate plunge.

' I beg your pardon, Mrs. Mylrea,' said

Frank awkwardly, 'but I couldn't help

catching some of your words, for I was

i2
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talking to a friend close by. You were

speaking of Mrs. Maddrell ; would you

kindly remember she is my wife?'

' Oh, certainly—if you wish it.'

' Thank you,' said Frank. And, raising

his hat, he walked away.

'His wife indeed !' said the injured lady,

in an undertone. ' And yet he never

-lives with her! Does he remember it

himself?'

If Mrs. Mylrea's logic showed a woman-

ly habit of revolving on its axis in a re-

markably short space of time, her censure

was natural enough. Frank knew what

she was saying as certainly as if he had

heard it. He was angry with himself for

having spoken at all, a thing he could sel-

dom help doing when his feelings were

stirred, though it invariably ended in self-

reproach.
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It was the first time he had publicly

claimed Diana as his wife, but then it was

also the first time he had heard a word

said against her. He now saw that he was

causing her a positive injury by remaining

apart from her. The thought vexed him

exceedingly, and yet he could not quite

prevail upon himself to shatter his cherish-

ed idol and live the life that had been

mapped out for him. If only Diana had

not deceived him, he could have borne

himself dutifully, but, as it was, ought he

to reward the wrong-doer ? He stood on

the brink and waited for a push to send

him over.

So while she sat in her carriage, the

beautiful Tehi-Tegi with the smile-lit face

xmd silvery accents which drew all men to

her feet, and never once faltered to show

what a sad heart and desolate life were hers,
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Frank wandered alone among the crowd

and looked at her from a distance, just as

one dark night he had lingered outside

the High Bailiff's brilliantly lighted house

and looked through the window at Nessie.

Surely, the divided existence led by this

husband and wife was as strange as it was

j^itiable

!

Dalrymple, making his way among the

carriages, saw Frank moving oiF and gave

him a friendly nod. He had never got on

very intimate terms with ^ the choleric

islander,' as he used to call Frank ; there

was a remarkable embarrassment about his

manner when the two were together ; but

he had long abandoned any attempt to

create irritation. Indeed, he would have

spoken now had not Frank seemed to be

in a hurry.

Passing Diana's carriage with a formal
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bow, Dalrymple arrived at an old family

coach containing Mrs. Christorey and

Nessie side by side, and Mona opposite, tbe

two girls being dressed in black, a trying

colour in a hot sun. It was their first

appearance at any sort of gaiety since

Georgie's death.

The major, who had planned this little

picnic for Ned's benefit, had with difiiculty

persuaded them to come ; and had not

his duties detained him in the church he

would have been annoyed to see how little

Ned availed himself of his opportunities.

Another cause of annoyance would have

been the presence of Dalrymple whom he

cordially detested, and who would certain-

ly have kept away if the major had been

there. Mrs. Christorey was helpless in the

matter. She did not approve of her hus-

band's attempts at match-making, and in
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any case would not have thought it right

to scare away an eligible suitor approved

by the girl's family.

Mona, also bent on match-making, was

quite in despair about Ned. He sat on

a box most of the time and seldom spoke

except to Toby. Though active enough at

lunch-time, he scarcely even glanced at

Nessie, and, when Dalrymple arrived,

abandoned her to him with apparent con-

tent. Afterwards Mona proposed a walk to

see what was going on, but here again she

was foiled, for Ned attached himself to

her, so that Nessie and Dalrymple were

necessarily brought together. As the

gentle lady, sitting in the carriage, looked

after the retreating couples, her expression

was sad and pensive. She knew her son's

heart, and grieved for him as only a mother

can do.
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After a minute or so the couples got

separated, as always seems to be the way

;

yet that handsome young officer in scarlet,

towering head and shoulders above the

crowd, with the sweet little girl in black

by his side, was a sufficiently remarkable

object.

As they threaded their way among the

people, they heard a voice singing

merrily,

' The king can only drink bis jough,

And I can do the same
;

I drinks mine off without a cough,

And that's the for I came.'

Of course, the singer was Bobby Beg, in

his usual fantastic costume. He was sure

to be found in attendance upon Dalrymple,

a fact not very noticeable owing to the

fondness which he had always displayed

for the military. He was dancing with a
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mug in his hand, and appeared merrier

than ever, which was not very sur-

prising, for a little beer went a long way

with him.

Alongside, a half-broken young horse,

decked with ribbons to show it was for

sale, was being trotted up and down, while

a group of farmers discussed its merits. A
lad, grinning from ear to ear at his own

Avit, gave Bobby Beg a push and sent him

against the horse, which began to plunge

and back, clearing a circle with its heels.

In doing so, it came into dangerous prox-

imity with Nessie, who found herself

wedged in between a fisherman and an old

countrywoman with a big basket. Dal-

rymple, immediately behind, could do

nothing to help her, for he was as tightly

packed into the crowd as she was.

The young man in charge of the horse
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seemed to have lost his wits. He dragged

at its head and hammered it Avith a stick,

-with the only result of making it plunge

the more. It worked gradually back until

it was opposite the frightened girl, who

could do nothing but stare at it. If it

kicked again, it could not fail to reach

her ; and, with a sudden overpowering

shock of horror, she saw it was going to

kick.

Dalrymple saw it, too. Looking round

desperately, he caught sight of the old

woman's basket. As quick as thought he

snatched it from her and held it before

Nessie, which his great height enabled him

to do with ease. At the same moment the

horse let out with its heels. The spectators

watched breathless and then burst into a

cheer, for the blow was received by the

basket, and, the crowd giving way behind,
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Dalrymple was enabled to drag Nessie out

of further danger.

' Oh, Mr. Dahymple,' panted Nessie,

^ how can I thank you ?'

' Some day, perhaps, I'll tell you,' he

replied, looking right into the hazel

eyes.

The blood rushed back into her white

face and she drew away the hand which he

had thoughtlessly retained. Though the

act itself was the reverse of encouraging,

there was something in her gentle way of

doing it that made him glow with

pleasure.

' It was so brave, so clever of you,' she

said, hastily.

' I'm afraid you think too highly of me,

Miss Nessie.'

' Oh, but I couldn't do that. I mean

—

you know what I mean. I'm quite sure the
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dreadful animal would have killed me but

for you.'

' Oh, dear, no,' he said, carelessly. And

then, not wishing to damage his own cause,

he added :
' I daresay we should have

managed to escape without injury in any

case.'

' I did feel so frightened,' said Nessie,

shuddering. ' I can never, never thank you

enough, and I know Mona will say the

same when she hears of it. There she is.

Mona ! Mona ! And see, here comes the

old woman with the broken basket.'

A gift of a sovereign gained for him the

woman's outspoken gratitude and raised

him still higher in Nessie's estimation.

After this incident Dalrymple felt sure

that his success was merely a question of

time, if only he could afford to wait for it.

Herein lay the difficulty. Anxious as he
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was not to spoil liis cliance by precipitation

as Ned had done, there was a thorny secret

goading him onward. For the last six

months he had lived in a state of anxiety

and suspense, not free from occasional self-

reproach. He knew he was treading on a

mine which might be exploded at any

moment, to the destruction of all his hopes

and stratagems ; and perhaps the worst

part of his torture was that, if he had acted

like an honest man, his hand should have

exploded it long ago. He could not do

that ; he had gone too far to retreat ; he

must advance.

And yet he had to advance at a snail's

pace, as he saw with a fever of impatience.

To him the changes that were taking place

in Nessie's mind were as plain as the pages

of a book. Day after day he watched her

and helped her in the way he wished her to
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go. He saw lier liking for him gathering

strength under the influence of gratitude

and kindly attention ; her objections to

marriage yielding before Mona's arguments,

and her readiness to consent to the wishes

of her family growing rapidly at the sight

of her mother's resignation. When these

feelings should have matured, he intended

to stretch forth his hand to grasp his

prize.

.

It has often been observed that note-

worthy events are gregarious. Though the

connection may not always be easy to see,

they come 4n battalions.' It is like a

landslip ; the mass of loose earth and stones

descending a little way at first, then wait-

ing a while to descend again, and after a

final pause crashing into the valley with a

force that carries everything before it.

How far this was true of Castletown
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remains to be seen. But towards the close

of September a series of more or less

exciting events brought matters to an un-

expected crisis, and forced Dairymple to

act at once.
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CHAPTER VII.

CHAINED TO A ROCK.

^ There are only two faults I find in you,

Frank,' said his uncle, clasping his hands

after dinner and leaning back in the bow-

window-like chair to turn those grave pale

blue eyes of his upon his nephew. * One

is, that you won't live with your wife ; and

the other, that you will persist in shaving

off the gift of Providence. Now,' added

the old man, who apparently considered

the latter sin the more heinous of the two,

VOL. Ill, K
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* leaving the Scriptural argument out of

the question, for that seems to have little

weight with you, let us look at the practical

advantages of a beard. I have just been

reading some statistics on the subject. It

is found that in all metal-works the men

who wear beards live far the longest. Why ?

Because the small particles ofmetal, instead

of entering their mouths and poisoning

their lungs, are arrested by the hairs which

Providence has given them for that pur-

pose. Get over that if you can, Frank

!

Then again there are very few consumptive

patients with beards. Why? Because

wise men retain the natural protection for

their throats, but fools Goodness

gracious, whafs the meaning of that uproar

in the kitchen?'

' Cook besiegedby rats, I suppose,' replied

Frank.
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* Then I must go to her assistance,' said

Jacob, trotting off in the direction whence

the shrieks proceeded.

Frank left the house in a very unsettled

mood. It was not the first allusion his

uncle had lately made to the relations

between husband and wife, and the fact

that on each occasion he had glanced off"

from the subject immediately, showed how

much he was troubled about it. Why not

put an end to it all? Well, it was awk-

ward to take the first step, and then there

was that tyrant, public ridicule. So,

altogether, Frank's ideas would not come

right.

It was a dark and blustry afternoon, with

black masses of cloud, tossing in the blue

ocean overhead. The tide being low, the

bay looked inexpressibly dreary : a grey-

ish-green monster which ever and anon

k2
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showed its gleaming fangs and with a

ceaseless moan roamed up and down the

shore like a famished wolf, turning over

the seaweed on the reefs and diving into

the gulleys in the vain search for a belated

sunbeam.

Leavino; the town, Frank walked alons;

the beach towards Langness. When he

reached the strip of rough grass-land where

races were once run for ' a plate of the

value of five pounds sterling (the fashion

included),' he happened to look across the

bay at Scarlett, and the old lime-kiln there

reminded him of an anecdote which seem-

ed not inapplicable to his own case.

It related to the days of the seventh Earl

of Derby, the one who instituted the races.

' Stanlagh Mooar,' or the Great Stanley, as

the Manx call the unfortunate nobleman

who was executed at Bolton-le-Moors,,
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appointed as his lieutenant a certain John

Greenhaugh. Distressed at the poverty

of the farmers and their ignorant way of

farming, this energetic Governor had a

lime-kihi built in order to show them how

to improve their lands. When the news

of this strange thing got abroad, the people

came in crowds from every part of the island

to see rocks burning like peat ; and then,

thinking they had discovered a speedy way

of converting their patches of bog or

mountain into fertile fields, they rushed

back to their homes and made ' earth-pots'

everywhere. But, instead of using lime-

stone, they threw in blocks of basalt and

schist and sandstone, and whatever else

they could lay their hands on ; and were

startled out of their wits because these

obstinate rocks refused to turn white like

the Governor s. There was clearly some-
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thing wrong here. John Greenhaugh was-

a wizard, without doubt, the fairies had

changed his rocks and would not change

theirs. Plague take the little things

!

Thus argued the puzzled old Manxmen^

who, by the way, seemed to have been

much more hasty in their conclusions than

their descendants are.

- It was just such a fairy that Frank

wanted. If she would come to him, and,

with a wave of her magic wand, whiten the

stubborn rocks, how pleasant it would be !

But he had a suspicion that he had been

using basalt instead of limestone. To do

any good with that limestone of his ought

he not to turn the whole lot out and refill

the kiln ?

Arrived at Langness, Frank went down

on the shore and pottered about near the

water's edge. A low reef on each side of
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Mm formed a lane to the sea, which was

rising rapidly beneath the lash of the wind.

Lifting up the fringe of long brown sea-

weed hanging from the rock, Frank dis-

covered a hole which at once suggested a

crab.

' I'll have him out,' said Frank, tucking

up his sleeves.

The hole was about level with his

shoulder and just wide enough to admit

his hand. When investigated, it turned

out to be pretty deep. Frank pushed his

arm in as far as it would go, when he sud-

denly winced and changed colour.

' Instead of getting him,' he said, ^ Mr.

Crab has got me.'

Except perhaps a shrimp, there is no

creature more perverse than a crab, as its

absurd gait testifies. A cautious old fisher-

man like Jonathan Yondy would never
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dream of trying to persuade it with any

softer argument than an iron hook, but

careless young fellows like Frank frequent-

ly use their hands—sometimes to the

detriment of their symmetry. The pitcher

that has gone many a journey to the well,

has always been pointed at as a foolhardy

utensil, certain to come to a bad end.

The occupant of the hole, an immense

crab, had taken Frank's invitation to come

out, in a very unfriendly spirit. It had

nipped him by the wrist, and, as it had

previously wedged itself sideways, it

evidently meant to stay where it was.

There was no chance of dragging it out
;

and none, as everyone acquainted with this

tenacious species Avill admit, of its relaxing

its hold. If a finger had been seized,

instead of a large object like the wrist,

more harm would have been done. As it
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was, the pain, though severe, was quite

endurable.

So far Frank saw no cause to be alarmed

about his position. It was decidedly un-

pleasant, of course, and rather ignominious,

but nothing more. If he could attract the

notice of somebody, it Avould be easy

enough to get away with no worse damage

than a lacerated wrist. But where was

that somebody ? Carefully as he scanned

Langness, the race-course, and the bleak

stretch of rocks around, he could not see a

single person. Across the bay, opposite

yonder row of white-washed cottages, or

peeping above the sea-wall in front of

Claddagh House, a few moving figures

were just visible, but they were much too

far away to be of any use. Well, he must

wait ; somebody would be sure to come

along presently.
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Frank had scarcely arrived at this con-

clusion when a gust of wind carried his

hat off, and, as he looked after it, he ex-

perienced a sudden shock of horror. The

sea was rapidly approaching ! Long before

high tide, the reefs on either side would be

under water. There was a savage glee in

the way in which the waves advanced,

tumbling over one another in their eager-

ness to get at their victim. Out yonder

they fought with one another for want of

anything better to do ; but here in this

narrow passage they swept onward with a

cruel determined purpose which made

Frank shudder. Now they were splashing

about his feet, shaking the seaweed as a

terrier shakes a rat ; now, they had reached

his knees ; higher and higher they rose

until, tottering beneath their blows, he

suffered fresh agonies from his wounded
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hand. When one is warm and comfortable,

it is easy to be brave and hopeful ; but

Frank, chilled to the bone, began to feel

something very like despair, as his eyes

vainly searched the land for assistance.

As the blood-red sun sank in the west,

an angry glare of crimson shot across the

sky, and the hill-tops blazed as if the

beacons had been kindled which used to

announce the approach of the dreaded

rover, Phynn McCowle. Very shortly

after sunset, however, the bright colours

faded, leaving a sombre grey with smudgy

masses of black. It was the commence-

ment of a stormy evening. The wind went

by with a mocking scream ; the clouds

scudded rapidly overhead; and the sea

danced in cruel sport around its victim

who alone appeared motionless, bound help-

lessly to the rock.
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Should the worse come to the worst,

Frank had decided to make a desperate

attempt to tear off his hand. But not yet

;

no, he could not do that until the very

last moment—not until the water had risen

so high that he must get away or be

drowned. He selected first one level and

then another, always a little higher each

time. Even now a wave sometimes broke

over his head. But, gasping for breath, he

told himself he would not do it yet—he

would wait a few moments longer.

At such a time, some strange thoughts

€ome into one's head. Among other

things, it occurred to Frank that his death

would solve not only his own difficulties

but also those of his friends. When he

was gone, Nessie would have no reason for

remaining single ; Ned would have nothing

to restrain him from asking her to become
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his wife, which she would be sure to do
;

and Diana would be released from a hus-

band who could never love her. Would

she marry again ? He did not think so.

As he looked into that wonderful and

indeed almost inconceivable future which

was to exist after his death, he always saw

Nessie married and Diana single. The

former of these visions was too painful to

contemplate long ; the latter was distinctly

pleasurable. This was very selfish of him,

no doubt
;
yet has not many a better man

found such thoughts passing through his

mind ? Tiie marriage knot was so very, very

nearly broken that Frank, looking back

before he had to take the final leap, felt he

might admit that he still loved Nessie.

'No starving man ever looked into a

baker s shop with a fiercer craving than

gleamed from Frank's eyes as he turned
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them for the last time upon the grim rocks

and grassy headland behind. Like some

huge polypus, the relentless sea was fling-

ing its many arms around him and gradual-

ly drawing him down into its capacious

maw, only his head and shoulders being

visible now. The hoarse laughter of the

cughtagh^ or cave-spirit, came to him on

the mnd which was rising every minute,

and the waves splashed scornfully in his

face and hissed in his ears. It was clearly

time to do something if he would save

his life, but what a dreadful something it

was !

Suddenly his heart almost stopped

beating ; for there, on Langness, stood a

woman. So great was his excitement that

when he tried to call out, he could not do

so, and, as he struggled with his voice, a

wave passed over him and hid her from him.
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Then ensued a wild conflict between hope

and despair. Would she be there when

next he looked ? Yes, there she was,

distinct enough in the twilight. But, even

if she came to him, how could she help

him?

Loudly as he shouted, his voice sounded

as a feeble wail amid that strife of wind and

water. Yet she heard it and started
;
gazed

this way and that ; and finally noticing the

hand he was waving, paused but a moment

before she hurried down the cliffand began

to run across the slippery rocks as if she

was used to them.

Frank, watching her with desperate

eagerness, wondered at her intelligence no

less than at her speed. But, as she came

nearer, his wonderment vanished, for he

recognised Diana, whose journey along the

beach on the night of the Wattersons'
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dance flashed into his mind, just as it had

already flashed into hers.

Diana had lately taken to wandering

about the coast by herself. Between her

fits of feverish gaiety, she also seemed to

find a sense of relief in the companionship

of the sea. Though the purpose which

subsequently developed itself had not yet

jissumed any definite shape, it was doubt-

less forming without her volition. Sitting

sometimes on the rocks at Scarlett and

sometimes at Langness, she would watch

the passing vessels as if they might be

bringing her some welcome message. But

alas, they all went down to their haven

under the sea, and left her in bitter loneli-

ness. Was there no way of escape out of

all this misery ? Diana had spent many

and many a weary hour in pondering this

question.
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' Frank !' she panted, kneeling on the

reef above him. ' Oh, Frank, why do you

stand there ?'

' Because I can't help myself,' he replied,

with a feeble smile. ^Have you got'

—

Here he disappeared beneath a wave

which made Diana, heedless of her wet

garments, clutch at him as if not even the

cruel sea should tear him from her. He

came up gasping. * Don't be afraid,' he

said. ' There's no harm done yet. Have

you a parasol? No. Then could you

find a stick—or something to crush a

big crab—which has got hold of my

hand?'

Diana stood up shuddering. With her

hands tightly clasped over her breast, she

glanced first at the water and then at the

solitary farm-house on Langness as if cal-

culating the distance.

VOL. III. L
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' Can you wait ten minutes ?' she asked,

in a quick low voice.

' Yes, Diana, I think so.'

'Then good-bye, dear, I'll be back in

plenty of time.'

Without another word she was gone,

running over the rocks withlong swift strides

which never faltered or made a false step.

Her mere presence had produced a wonder-

ful change in Frank's feelings, it had seemed

so impossible to die when he was speaking

face to face with her. But as she rapidly

grew more distant, and the tumbling

tossing waves came pouring around and

over him, hope again sank to a very low

ebb.

Diana possessed the power of concen-

trating her thoughts and energies upon

the task of the moment. In consequence,

whatever she did, was done well. She
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appeared to skim along the beacli like a

lapwing. Though the rocks were very

slippery with seaweed, she invariably

selected the safest spots, and, swiftly as she

ran, she never lost her footing ; though the

wind beat fiercely against her as if it had

entered into a league with the sea to encom-

pass Frank's destruction, she held resolutely

on her way without ever pausing to take

breath. The cliff was easyenough to ascend

in places; she aimed at a grassy slope

and soon reached the top. At the farm-

house she did not hesitate at the door,

but rushed without knocking into the

tiled kitchen.

The family were sitting at supper around

a table covered by a cloth of home-spun

linen. An elderly man in his shirt-sleeves

was at one end ; his stout ruddy-face wife,

opposite ; on one side were two girls barely

l2
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in their teens ; and on the other, two boys-

a little older. They all laid down their

knives and forks and stared in amazement

at the beautiful lady, with the flushed

cheeks and sparkling eyes, who stood pant-

ing in the doorway. Her dress, they

noticed, was very wet. Had she been

shipwrecked this stormy evening? Or,

had she fallen from the rocks into the

water? Or, was she a poor mad thing

who had tried to commit suicide ? Or,

could she be Ben Varrey who had been

singing in the waves all day ? When they

heard the sweetness of her voice, they

thought she must be Ben Varrey.

'A stick!' gasped Diana, 'I want a

stick. Can you let me have a stick at

once ?'

^Ay, surely,' replied the farmer, after

taking a good look at her. ' Now, what
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kind of a stick is it that you would be

wantin' ?'

' But won't you come in ?' asked Ms

wife, rising to dust a chair with her apron.

' Come in an' sit down, do ! 'Deed, but

you look dreadful wet, an' there's a cheer-

ful fire here an' all. Would you like a

^lass o' cowree ?* Or, perhaps you'd rather

have a sup o' butter-milk? Ellen, run

and fetch a jug for the lady. Go, girl, at

once? Never min' tyin' up your hair at

all.'

Diana had let her wander on because

any attempt to stop her would have led to

endless discussion. If she would avoid a

fatal delay she saw that she must act on

her own account, for these good people did

not know the meaning of haste. So,

* Infusion of oatmeal.
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instead of listening, slie had been scanning

the room for what she wanted, and, just as

the woman finished, noticed a stout gorse-

stick standing by the side of the dresser.

Darting across the floor, she pounced upon

it, and, before they could recover from

their surprise, had vanished. Decidedly,

they concluded as they gazed at one

another's astonished faces, it was Ben

Varrey they had seen.

When Diana got back to Frank, she

found him nearly exhausted. His head

being only just above the level of the

water, every wave passed over him and

stopped his breathing. The sight of that

pale w^orn face looking with desperate

eagerness out of the surging water, while

the wind went screaming by along the

desolate shore and the dark clouds scurried

past overhead, would surely have moved
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the stoniest heart ; but for the woman who

loved him with all the love of her passion-

ate nature, it was terrible. Now that her

task was done, she could scarcely prevent

her strength from slipping away from her.

Without wasting a moment in talking—of

which, indeed, she was then incapable—she

gave him the stick.

He worked it into the hole until the end

was in contact with the crab, then gave a

scrunching push, and his arm was free.

When he had drawn it out, which cost

him some trouble, it was so numbed, he

found a huge claw still adhering to his

maimed wrist. He put it in his pocket as

a memento of the occasion. Far too weak

to climb up the rock, he had to push his

way through the water, and, as he struggled

to the dry land, the white waves hissed

around him with baffled spite and the
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wind tossed his wet liair about, scream-

ing at him the while like an indignant

virago.

Frank knew the man who lived in the

farm-house. So he and Diana dragged

themselves up there and sat by the fire-

side, while the family stood in a semi-circle

around and listened, with open eyes,

mouths, and ears, to the story of Frank's

adventure. For an advocate, said the

farmer to himself, he was a remarkably in-

cautious young person. But his wife

brimmed over with pity; every other

moment she despatched one of her sons

or daughters to fetch some fresh article

of food or drink Ho keep the couth

out.'

It was dusk when husband and wife

walked home together, and there was every

promise of a dark and stormy evening.
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Both were silent for a time. The good

fairy had come with her magic wand,

and the whole of Frank's obstinacy had

vanished.

^ Diana,' he said, humbly at length, ' will

you forgive me for the injury I have caused

you r

^ You, Frank ! Will you forgive me ? I

am the one to blame. It is I, not you, who

have wrought all this misery.'

'Well, we won't argue about that.

We must try to forget the past.'

'Oh, can we?' cried Diana, eagerly.

Never had she loved him more than she

did now that she had saved his life, and

now that the happiness for which she had

so long been yearning seemed to be within

reach.

' At least,' replied Frank, with a calm-

ness which jarred painfully upon her
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nerves, ' we can try. In future, we can

really be husband and wife if you wish

it'

A dreadful doubt had crept into her

mind.

' Frank,' she said, scarcely above a

whisper, ' do you say that merely out of

some idea of gratitude ?'

'No.'

^ Then what?'

' To-day would be a good starting-point

for a new future.'

' Oh, Frank, my husband,' she cried,

with uncontrollable anguish, ^ can't you

spare me a wee morsel of love ?'

' I Avould that I could,' said Frank, from

his heart. ^ Believe me, Diana, if only we

could command our feelings, I should

readily, gladly give all my love to you, to

whom I owe my very life. Why do you
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make me say wliat must pain you ? You

would not have me tell you a lie, I know.

Is it not enough that I recognise my duty ?

Confronted with what you once called an

accomplished fact, I am quite ready to

submit. Diana, I like you very much

;

won't that satisfy you ?'

'Very well, Frank,' said Diana. But

she spoke as if she was broken-hearted, and

turned her beautiful face away, it was so

ghastly white.

As she did so, she caught sight of a

figure skulking through the gloom. They

had just reached the race-course, and

by the side of the path lay a cluster of

gorse-bushes. It was here that she saw

the man, moving as if he did not wish to

be seen. With her keen eyes, however,

she had little difficulty in recognising

Clague, whom she had once regarded as
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some slight link between lier and Frank.

He stooped down behind a hillock and she

saw him no more.
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CHAPTER VIII.

A HUMAN SPIDER.

Langness, together with its connective

strip of greensward, the race-course, may be

likened, not to a nose, as the name implies,

but to one of those Manx Three Legs, the

sole of the foot being turned towards the

open sea and the instep enclosing the bay.

Then the toes will be represented by the

Skerranes ; the ball by Dreswick Point, a

dangerous reef jutting out at right angles
;

and the spur on the heel by the tiny St.
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Michael's Esle with its narrow causeway at

the eastern extremity of Derbyhaven Bay,

which is separated from Castletown Bay

only by the race-course, the leg.

' The back o' Langish,' as the country-

people call the seaward side of the pro-

montory, may be described as an enormous

but very irregular chevaux-de-frise. The

schist, after having been thrown on end

by volcanic agency, has been worn into a

succession of deep gulleys and sharp reefs

like immense hatchet-blades, which are

inclined towards the sea at every imagin-

able angle. Such an inhospitable demon-

stration could not be equalled by the most

truculent porcupine. To add to the con-

fusion of the scene, large boulders are

scattered about the coast, so that the whole

forms a very efficient protection against the

attacks of the sea. But in case of necessity
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there is apowerfulreserve in thebackground
;

for, peeping out of their beds of turf and

gorse and heather, are legions of sleepy old

lichen-stained rocks ready to do their duty

should their outposts fall before the thunder

of the waves. In the centre of this medley

stands a tall circular tower, some distance

beyond the farm-house. The mountains

being drawn up in array on the other side

of the bay, this solitary structure reminds

one of a colonel inspecting his regiment.

At nine o'clock on the night of Frank's

adventure there was a wild sea raging out-

side Langness. The confused mass of

breakers with their white manes flying in

the wind resembled a stampede of madden-

ed horses over the prairie, and, as they

hurled themselves upon the rocks, they

drowned for the moment the shrill voice

of the gale. Though there was nothing to
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brighten this scene of terror, the grandeur

of the storm was magnificent. The sky

was laced Avith black bands of cloud, and

sometimes, it is true, the moon peeped

through the bars of her prison ; but, seeing

the turmoil below, started back in affright

and fled.

An hour later the whole sky was pitch

black and a thick curtain had been drawn

over the angry face of the sea as if it were

too fearful to look upon. There was also

an occasional splash of heavy rain, but as

yet it was not nearly so wetting as the

showers of spray which swept half-way

across the promontory. The mist, winding

around the rocks, gave them a remarkably

weird aspect ; they appeared to be writhing

in agony, assuming all manner of hideous

shapes.

In one of the grassy nooks near Dres-
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wick Point a man was hewing at a stranded

spar with a hatchet which he had brought

with him. He had been engaged in this

occupation for some considerable time, and

a large pile of wood was lying on the

ground. A lantern, set in a heap of

stones, showed him to be a tall, gaunt

fellow with very ragged clothes. Though,

he worked at his task with a fierce impa-

tience, as if every moment was of the utmost

importance, he occasionally cast a hungry

glance at the sea. Before the mist had

closed around, a smack had gone by,

labouring heavily under small jib and

double-reefed mainsail, and he had glared

at her like a wild beast disappointed of its

prey. After that, he had worked harder

than ever.

On one side of the grassy nook there was

a huge slab of schist which had been

VOL. III. M
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undermined by rabbits. Many burrows

diverged from a common entrance at tbe

bottom of tlie slab, so tbat it formed quite

a large and convenient hall. The wood-

cutter, however, had used it as a cupboard

When he had broken up as much of the

spar as he required, he went to the slab,

inserted his hand underneath, and drew

out a quantity of ling and paper, both per-

fectly dry, as he was pleased to observe.

But, a sudden thought striking him, he

put it back and clambered up the grassy

slope to peer through the mist. If there

had been anybody about, he could not

have seen them ; and w^ho would be on

Langness on such a night as this ? Never-

theless he looked and listened with his

head first on one side and then on the

other. Startled by a dark object which

appeared to be in motion, he crept forward
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to examine it and found it to be merely a

rock. At length, lie went softly back

again as if his footsteps might be heard by

some unseen watcher, in spite of the

shriekinof wind and rao^iner water.

When he had arranged the ling and

paper betAveen two slabs which formed an

angle facing the sea, he laid some of the

wood on top, and, carefully sheltering the

lantern beneath his tattered coat, opened it

and so set the pile alight. Fanned by the

wind, it burned furiously. The ling

crackled, the wood caught the flame, there

was soon a glorious blaze which neither

rain nor spray could quench.

Here and there a rock started out of the

Jiight as if it would look more closely into

this strange thing. There was quite a

circle of these grim and silent spectators

who kept at a safe distance, though their

M 2
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expressions and attitudes were ever

diano-ino;.

After placing a larger log on the fire,

the man sat down on a stone close by, and

the light fell full on the haggard features,

the unkempt black hair, the heavy brows,

and gleaming eyes of Clague. The waves

roared on the rocks below and the wind

-^vent howling by, but he never stirred a

muscle. He looked like some human wolf,

though there was more of the human spider

in his work this night. Crouching as motion-

less as a bronze statue, with fists clenched

and every limb rigid, he glared at the sea

as once by the smithy forge he had glared

at Macdonald's house. He was as patient

now as he had been then, for he had spun

his monstrous web and felt sure there were

flies about. He was even more determined,

a fierce craving for drink, together with a
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consuming hatred of his fellow-men, having

driven him to a state of desperation. Was

he mad ? Let us hope so. Yet he was

clearly acting upon the suggestion of the

shipwreck at which he had discovered the

sailor's chest, with its locket and chain.

Two hours passed by, duringwhich Clague

remained in the same crouching posture,

only moving occasionally to add fresh fuel

to the fire. The stone slabs threw most of

the light out to sea ; such rays as escaped

were caught in the little concave dell

behind, which acted as a second and larger

reflector. The range of vision was, there-

fore, limited in every direction but one, and

even the edge of that yeasty water,

interspersed with black reefs, was very dim-

ly seen. Sometimes a burning brand leap-

ed into the air and sped away into the

jiight, and sometimes as the flames grew
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higher, a few more spectators crept into

view, to disappear when the fire died down

again ; otherwise, there was nothing to

relieve the monotony of the storm.

Presently a look of alarm came into

Clague's face. Shielding his eyes with his

hands, he watched and listened intently.

There could be no doubt about it ; the

tide had turned, and the wind and sea

were falling with it. A big drop of rain

smote him on the cheek and, with an oath,

he wiped it away. The drizzling mist was

giving way to a steady downpour, which

made the fire hiss and sputter and threaten-

ed to extinguish it entirely.

Clague. who had moved forward to the

edge of the rocks, was about to return

•\vhen a strange sound met his ears—

a

sound of bellowing cows and neighing

horses somewhere out at sea. As he
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watched, an inhuman light leaped into his

eyes, for he had caught a glimpse of a

large vessel so close to the shore that she

could not by any possibility weather the

Skerranes. Indeed, it seemed all but

certain she would strike on Dreswick

Point. Though under very short canvas,

she went by rapidly, ploughing her way

through the heavy seas, and the bellowing

and neighing were soon lost amid the din

around.

After extinguishing his fire for fear of

accidents, Clague mounted the grassy

platform behind and went after her.

Though he strode along at a tremendous

pace, he was only just in time to see the

last of the vessel.

She had gone ashore on Dreswick Point,

broken her back, and was sinking, one half

going down into each of the two guUeys
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which ran alongside the reef. As she

]3arted in the centre, there came out of the

broken ends a struggling mass of cows,

horses, pigs, and sheep. It looked just as

if she had swallowed them alive, and had

been compelled to disgorge them by being

torn asunder. After all trace of the hull

had disappeared, they came floating to the

surface out of the two whirlpools. The

sea around was strewn with them. Some

were carried away by the tide ; others were

hurled upon the sharp rocks which soon

resembled a butcher's shambles.

In no case could the crew have had

much chance ; but, amid that confusion of

heavy animals and floating spars, they

were helpless. They were all drowned

except one man who escaped by a mere

freak of the sea. A wave flung him on to

a ledge far above high-water mark, and
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there he remained insensible for a while.

We shall see him again, but not just

yet.

The first thing Clague got hold of was a

hen-coop full of fluttering fowls ; he con-

temptuously tossed it back into the water.

The next was a keg of whisky which made

his eyes glisten. He carried it to a more

sheltered spot, and, lying face downwards,

knocked the bung in and applied his mouth

to the hole. This was surely the act of a

lunatic. Some men do, it is true, drink

raw spirits by the glass, but their sanity

may fairly be questioned.

Each time Clague drew his mouth away,

he tried to stop the flow of liquid with his

hand, but, in spite of all his efforts, a little

pool four or five inches deep was formed in

a hollow of the rock. Gradually his face

sank into it ; the rain poured down upon
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him, but he did not move ; he was found

there in the morning, dead.

After a storm comes a calm. So let us jog

along more pleasantly, taking an elevated

standpoint to view the scenery brightened

by sunshine.

In the seventeenth century it was ordain-

ed by act of Tynwald that the gates of

Castle Rushen should not be unlocked in

the morning ' until the watchman ringe the

day bell, which was to be done so soone as

the watchman could pfectli discover the

land markes bounded within a mile and a

half of the Castle. And at Peel still

more stringent precautions were enforced

' for more saufe guard of that castle, being

nearer to our enemies the Redshankes.'

This morning, when the sun rose in a

cloudless sky, the thin veil of vapour

caught fire and was speedily consumed,
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while the scenery far and wide came before

the eye like the dissolving views ofa magic

lantern. Had the watchman ' gone about

the walles to looke that all things be cleere/

he would have been able to distinguish the

cottages away on the mountain-side, the

little hamlet of Cregneish embedded among

the Mull hills at the extreme south of the

island, and even to trace the purple curves

of Greeba and Garraghan and Bein-y-Phot

in the far north, so clear was the atmo-

sphere after the rain. The pretty patch-

work of undulating cornland and meadow^

interlaced with the golden lines of the gorse

upon the fences, appeared as distinct as if

under a microscope. The sunlight, lying

in a silvery web upon the landscape, gave

to the most commonplace objects a beauty

of its own, and the air had a soft shimmer

which ever and anon culminated in a
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sparkle at some cottage window many miles

away.

No less beautiful was the sea. Out

yonder by the Skerranes there was a fre-

quent flash of foam, and over the Stack

played a cascade of creamy water and the

bay seemed to be set with a myriad of

gems. It was not still by any means, but

there was nothing rough about it this

morning. Its anger had given way to a

playful petulance most fascinating to

watch. The pretty coquette was smiling

now, even running coyly before a staid old

skiff carrying a fisherman and his lobster-

pots.

When the news of the wreck reached

Castletown, it created a greater sensation

than usual on account of some of the cir-

cumstances connected with it. The people

went in crowds to visit Dreswick Point.
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The sky was blue overhead ; the sunlight

was glancing on the sea ; by the side of the

reef the water was already so clear that

some red bollen might be seen contentedly

swimming among the debris. Nature was

hard at work, trying to cover up that ugly

scar of yesterday.

It could not be done just yet, however

;

there were plenty of materials out of

which the grim tragedy could be construct-

ed. What had lately been a fine vessel, was

found to be churned into match-wood, the

frao-ments beins; scattered all alons; the

coast. Clague, though dead, told his own

tale. It was corroborated by the remnants

of his fire, and also by the saved man, a

passenger, Avho had found his way to the

farm-house. The bleeding carcases which

covered the rocks, certainly presented a

sickening spectacle ; but, as Cain the Leg
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and many another has said, ' It's an ill

wind that blows nobody no good,' and the

poor were provided with enough meat to

last them for a long time to come. The

only body recovered was an unknown

sailor's, all the others having been swept

away by the powerful tidal currents.

Among those who started to walk to

jDreswick Point, was Fabian Dalrymple, who

could now take a feeling interest in ship-

wrecks. He went by himself, shortly after

the conclusion of morning parade. While

crossing the race-course, he contrived to

stumble into one of the sandy pits with

which it is studded, and a few minutes

later he missed his pocket-book. He re-

turned to look for it, but could not find it.

For a very good reason : Bobby Beg, who

had been behind, had pounced upon it and

carried it off. «.
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Dalrymple's loss threw him into the

greatest consternation. There was only

one thing to be done, he decided ; he must

propose to Nessie at once. He accordingly

hastened back to Claddagh House with

that object.
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CHAPTER IX.

A CRISIS.

Dalrymple, having asked to see Nessie

alone, was shown into the sitting-room

where the circle of friendly old chairs were

assembled in solemn conclave to receive

him, like a jury empanelled to pronounce

upon his case. Though the dark furniture

gave the room rather a gloomy aspect,

outside the sun was shining brightly on

the old apple-tree and the garden beyond.

The breeze, that came pouring in through
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the open window, was laden with SAveet

scents, and the birds were singing merrily

to the dreamy music of the sea. It was an

idyllic morning for love-making.

If Mr. Colquitt, his wife, and Mona who

were discussing the matter upstairs, had

been able to listen unobserved, they

would presently have heard the following

conversation.

' You have been very good to me,' said

Nessie, looking nervously at the little hands

which were clasped in her lap, ' and very

good to my mother and father and sister,

and I do like you very much. But it's all

so sudden, so strange, and really I don't

know what to say.'

Dalrymple, who was sitting by her side,

never once removed his eyes from her

pretty blushing face. There was some-

thing of the professional critic in his gaze,

VOL. HI. N
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and something of the lover. He was un-

doubtedly anxious, yet showed no sign of

the impatience which was consuming him.

On the contrary, he appeared remarkably

self-possessed.

' Shall I tell you what to say, Nessie ?'

he asked, bending his head until she could

feel his breath on her cheek. ' Say Yes,

darling.'

' Won't you give me one day—^just one

day to decide? To-morrow evening, I'll

tell you.'

'Won't you tell me now, Nessie?'

' I would rather not,' she faltered.

A shade of vexation crossed his face.

There was a doubtful ring about her voice

which made him hesitate to press her.

' I can't bear the uncertainty,' he said.

Only think of my dreadful suspense
!'

'But wouldn't it be much more dreadful
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if I were to decide wrongly ? How many

might be made miserable ! I am anxious

to please everybody,, and I don't quite know

what they wish/

' Then you don't think of yourself—or

me ! Won't you love me a little ?'

How could she tell him that, having given

her heart away to one man, she had but a

poor feeble substitute to offer to anybody

else ? That she could never, never forget

her first love ? That nothing remained to

her but to do what good she could with

her ruined life, which might bring some

little happiness to others but none to her-

self? He knew all the circumstances, so

there was no need to explain them, and

when she gave him her final answer she

could add what was necessary as gently as

possible.

To this arrangement Dalrymple reluct-

n2
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antly consented. After all, no harm might

come of the loss of that pocket-book
;
perhaps

some ignorant country lout, who could not

read, had picked it up ; in any case, he

might as well try to recover it, for he could

not disown it, his name being in it. He

left the house without seeing any of the

rest of the family, and, for the sake of

-greater seclusion, returned to the town by

the Silverburn.

The Douglas coach had just arrived and

the horses were being brought to cool

their hot and dusty legs in the river.

Seated on one of them was Bobby Beg,,

singing like a lark.

' The king can only ride a boss,

And I can do the same
;

I rides him with my legs across,

And that's the for I came.'

Bobby Beg appeared to be in a singularly
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tappy mood. From his lofty seat he

looked down upon Dalrymple with proud

dehght which was made only the more

conspicuous by an attempt at slyness.

Remembering that Bobby Beg had been

behind on the race-course, Dalrymple eyed

him somewhat suspiciously. However, it

was not likely this crazy fellow should know

anything about the missing pocket-book.

So he passed on.

Meeting the chief constable in the

market-place, he mentioned his loss and

was advised to send the bellman round the

town.

'Where is he to be found?' asked

Dalrymple.

' In some public-house or other, keeping

his throat in good condition.'

'A thirsty soul then ?'

' Very,' said the constable, drily. ' I
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have never heard of a beUman that wasn't.

It may be worth your while, sir,' added he

with a confidential wink, ' to give him a

trifle more than he asks, for his voice has

a strange way ofgoing off at times. When

he's only got a shilling for the job, I've

known the poor fellow's lungs so bad that

he couldn't be heard two doors off, but

with half-a-crown in his pocket he can

bellow like a bull.'

' I understand,' laughed Dalrymple.

After some trouble the bellman was

dragged out of a neighbouring public-house,

which was to his mind far more attractive

than a shipwreck. He was a hobbler, with

no other symbol of his official position than

the bell which he carried by the clapper.

Not a handsome man by any means, for

his nose turned up and ended in a bright

red knob, and, to make matters worse, he
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squinted. He spoke in a low whine which,

had very little of the bull about it, but at

the sight of five shillings he began to sing

out like a boatswain in a gale of wind.

As Dalrymple was entering the barracks,

he noticed the glisten of a silver coin lying

between the railings and the building. It

was the sixpence that Bobby Beg had flung

at the windows, the dust having covered it

up until last night's rain had brought it

into view again. Though it had no

associations for Dalrymple, who had not

observed Bobby Begs act, he thought it

might be better employed than lying there

;

so he fished it out with his stick and threw

it to ' a walker,' or professional beggar,

who happened to be passing.

Bobby Beg, returning on horseback,

witnessed this scene and laughed. An

injury was not to be wiped out in that
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simple way at all. He had placed some-

tliing to his credit at any rate, and, though

it did not appear to be worth much, he

might add to it. But hark ! what was the

bellman crying in a voice that might almost

be heard at Langness ?

' Lost, somewhere between the barracks

and the rifle-butts on the race-course, a

small leather pocket-book containing papers

of no value to anyone but the owner.

Whoever will bring the same to Lieutenant

Dalrymple will receive five pounds

reward.'

With a final clash of the bell, the bell-

man marched off. Bobby Beg, who had

stopped to listen, was now in a great hurry

to get back to the stables.

' Gee-wo !' said Bobby Beg, digging his

heels into his horse's ribs. ' I^ow then,

old slowcoach, gee-wo, won't you ?' Li
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despair, he tumbled off and began to push

behind.

He felt that quite a new light had been

thrown upon his prize. He had carefully

examined the papers in the pocket-book,

and, unable to make head or tail of them,

had set them down as valueless. But this

was clearly a mistake, otherwise five

j)ounds would not have been offered for

their recovery. It was a huge sum in his

eyes ; he grew dazed with vainly trying to

think how many pennies it represented.

The reward was a strong temptation to the

simpleton who could appreciate money as

well as anybody, and had, indeed, a large

collection of coins hidden away in some

secret corner ; but if he accepted it would

he not lose his revenge, which was sweeter

still ? If only he could read the papers he

would have a better idea of his position.
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He might then return them and claim the

reward if they were useless for his purpose
;

perhaps he might do so in any case, for

would he not have possessed himself of

their contents ?

In his extremity Bobby Beg resolved to

confide in Black Deborah, who had been

very kind to him since he had helped to

transport her goods to her new home. He

was fortunate enough to meet her near the

drawbridge.

AnewWesleyan ministerhaving just been

appointed to the town, it had occurred to

Black Deborah that his doctrinal notions

might be sounder than Mr. Hudson's, in

which case she was prepared to secede.

The test being the same, she could not be

accused of bias. If he would instruct his

congregation that this spiritual welfare

depended ui)on their eating her Passover
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cakes, she would at once join tlie

Wesleyans and support them with all the

authority which Elijah's mantle conferred

upon her. This was her delicate mission

when she met Bobby Beg.

At his request she accompanied him to

a secluded spot up the Silverburn. The

trout were leaping in the sunny stream and

the linnets were singing in the wilderness of

yellow gorse on the other side, and here

on the bank stood this strange couple^

the majestic-looking mad-woman and the

grotesque simpleton, who had courteously

laid his brimless hat on the grass at his

feet. From the inside pocket of the lowest

layer of coats he produced the precious

book and humbly asked her to read its

contents to him. As she opened it there

fluttered to the ground a cutting from a

newspaper. He picked it up and handed

it to her.
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When she had read it, she stared in

amazement at him.

' Where did you get this, Bobby Beg ^'

she demanded.

He had to explain all the circumstances,

a task that caused him some miso:ivino:s.

While speaking, he watched her much as a

dog watches its master when it does not

quite know whether to expect a bone or a

stick. As for Black Deborah, her face

glowed with triumph and her black eyes

were flashing like diamonds.

' You have done very properly, Bobby

Beg, to bring it to me,' she said.

Bobby Beg seemed rather doubtful on

the subject. ' But aren't you goin' for to

read me them papers?' he asked.

'There is no need. I have read

enough.'

'What's that, though?'
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* Mind your own business, Bobby Beg,'

said Black Deborah, coolly puttin^y the

book in her pocket.

' There's five poun' out for it,' said

Bobby Beg, dolefully. With any other

person than the Mad Prophetess, he would

have contested the point more keenly.

'Then, we'll share it. Fair play, you

know, Bobby Beg.'

* An' that's all I'm to get
!'

' No, not all,' said Black Deborah, with

importance. 'When next I meet the

Prophet Elijah, I'll tell him Bobby Beg has

done his duty. You'll be suitably reward-

ed, without doubt.'

Instead of going to interview the

Wesleyan minister, she returned in haste

to her own home. Though her leaflets had

hitherto been solely religious in tone, she

saw here the chance of making a great hit
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with a piece ofpungent scandal. Of course,

it liad to be diluted so as to make five

minims fill a quart pot and fetch a quart

pot price, but that was a mere matter

of time. The scoffers who refused to look

at her predictions about the Millennium,

would come in crowds to buy, for it

was of a highly sensational nature and

would therefore be sure of an enormous

circulation. It seems clear that Black

Deborah forestalled the society journals by

a generation.

It took her several hours to expand the

exclusive piece of news which she had

obtained in rather a shady way. When it

was done, she set it in type herself and

then proceeded to print it by means of the

small printing-press which she possessed.

This occupied her until far into the night.

Before going to bed, she sent a messenger
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to tell Bobby Beg she should want him

at an early hour next morning. And

punctually at the time she named he

knocked at her door. The result of the

interview was surprising enough. When

the town awoke, every blank wall was

placarded thus

:

Price Sixpence.

STARTLING REVELATIONS
ABOUT

Mrs. MADDRELL and LIEUTENANT DALRYMPLE.

To be obtained in the Market-place, at ten o'clock.

DEBORAH THE PROPHETESS,
Isle ofMan^ otherwise Woman.
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CHAPTER X.

FOR HIS SAKE.

When left alone, Nessie hid herself away

in her own room and sobbed as if her

young heart were breaking. Her mother,

coming to the door, found it locked and at

first got no answer to her knock. But, as

soon as Nessie could control her voice,

she said she would be downstairs in a

moment.

It was a long moment for the impatient

ones waiting for her, but not very long in
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reality. After wiping away her tears and

smoothing her brown hair at the glass,

Tvhicb, in spite of all her efforts, showed

but a pale face without a ray of sunshine

in it, she entered the room where the

family was assembled, and told them—just

as if she were making an ordinary

announcement—she was going to marry

Dalrymple.

Her mother congratulated her warmly

;

then with a sudden look of anxiety

asked :

'Has he promised to live in Castle-

town ?'

* You dear old beauty, he hasn't promis-

ed to do anything except to take care of

me, who am not worth taking care of.'

' You must make him do that, Nessie.

I can't part with another child. I shall

never forget
'

VOL. III.
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^ Mother dear/ interrupted Mona, warn-

ingly.

* I was only going to speak of my own

wedding,' said Mrs. Colquitt, reproachfully.

* But there, it's no matter. Come/ added

she, looking at her husband who was

screwed against the wall by the side of the

empty grate, *tell your daughter how

pleased you are that she has found a good

husband and a comfortable home.'

He meekly obeyed. Sorry as he would

be to lose ISTessie, he was very glad to have

her future provided for. His wife would

have less temptation to grumble at him for

doing nothing; there would be one less

mouth to feed, a great consideration where

every penny was of importance ; and the

son-in-law elect, being a wealthy and

amiable man, would doubtless help to keep

the coach going. In a word, time had
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shown the precipice at the bottom of the

hill to have been one of his wife's many

delusions, as he had already supposed, so

his seat would be more pleasant than

ever.

Mona, however, was anything but

satisfied. Though she kissed her sister

very tenderly, she scarcely spoke at all.

The more she watched and listened, the

more certain she became that, in her

anxiety to get Nessie married, she had

pushed her into the arms of the wrong man.

It was a most distressing mistake for the

girl who loved her sister dearly and had

really thought herself working for her

benefit. Good manager as she was, she

had to confess her ignorance of sentimental

matters, as this her first attempt at match-

making testified. She had been manoeuvr-

iug for a marriage between Nessie and

o2
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Ned, whom she was convinced Nessie liked

better than Dalrymple, and yet as the

result of her manoeuvres a marriage

between Nessie and Dalrymple was

imminent! How had it come about?

And, what was of far more practical im-

portance, how was it to be prevented with-

out causing a fall between the two stools ?

Being fairly certain of her ground, Mona

resolved to see Ned.

She met him in the town that afternoon,

his only companion as usual being Toby.

He was going to Douglas in connection

with some business of his father's, so they

had only time for a short talk, but it was

long enough for her purpose.

'Ned,' said Mona, stating the case very

bluntly so as to observe its effect upon

him. ' Nessie is going to marry Mr.

Dalrymple.'
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He started as if struck by a blow.

Though he had seen the sword suspended

over his head, it had remained there so

long that he had almost taken hope again,

and its fall now cut him to the quick.

* I know,' he stammered at length. ' At

least, I felt sure of it. I do hope she'll be

happy.'

' But do you think she will, Ned?'

' Why not, Mona ? You ought to know

better than I do.'

^ 1 don't think she will,' said Mona, with

decision. * That's the very reason I have

come to you. It's no use trying to dis-

guise the fact—for you can't, Ned—you

are very fond of Nessie, and she is very

fond of you. Under other circumstances

I should not have interfered, but I feel it

would be wrong to remain silent any

longer. I am her sister, you know, and
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your friend, and there are other reasons.

Nessie is far fonder of you than Dalrymple.

But, if you won't ask her to marry you,

what can she do ? She must accept the

man who does ask her. Yet even then

she won't give him an answer at once

—

not until to-morrow. I'm sure, Ned, she

is hoping you may come to her mean-

while. Won't you do so, and save a great

deal of misery to yourself and her and

everybody ?'

' But would it be fair to Dalrymple ?'

asked Ned, doubtfully, though the bare

possibility of such a delicious thing made

his eyes sparkle.

* Quite fair. Nessie has given him no

promise of any sort.'

' Then, I'll come,' exclaimed Ned, to-

morrow morning as early as possible.^

And so it was settled.
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On her way home, Mona paused opposite

Frank's office with some idea of asking his

opinion, but eventually passed on. Though

he had at last shown himself sensible

enough to take her advice and ' fiddle

psalms,' she could scarcely rely upon his

judgment in this delicate matter. It was,

however, a great comfort to her to feel

assured that he had no longer to be

reckoned with, for the reconciliation be-

tween him and Diana was now complete.

It had, as all the town knew, been effected

by a crab, and but for the shipwreck would

have been a more absorbing topic than it

was.

At the same time, there were still two

questions of general interest. When were

husband and wife to be united under one

roof? And where were they going to

live ? When asked, they invariably replied
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they had not yet selected a house, which

seemed strange. As Diana was giving a

supper to a party of friends this evening,

there was an idea that she intended to

make the desired announcement then.

She did not do so, however, though

Frank, who came in just like one of the

ordinary guests, sat opposite her at the

table. The post of honour was occupied

by a fine old venerable gentleman who

discoursed pleasantly on beards, rats,

lawyers, and other kindred topics—Jacob

Maddrell, to wit; and never did anyone

mix together more incongruous edibles

than he did, to the surprise and amuse-

ment of Diana, who devoted herself to

him in a way that pleased Frank im-

mensely.

Some one remarked that she grew more

and more beautiful every day, which some-
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one else explained by pointing at her

husband opposite. She wore a magnifi-

cent new dress, which had as usual receiv-

ed so many touches from her skilful hands

that the dressmaker who had fashioned it

would scarcely have known her own work.

It set off her shapely figure to perfection.

The same art was displayed in the manage-

ment of her masses of dark hair, and yet

there was nothing artificial about her. In

whatever she did she was natural and

therefore charming.

Jacob Maddrell, sitting by her side,

marvelled at the quickness of her flight

from mood to mood, and quite fell in love

with her. She was grave with one and

the next moment gay with another, her

keen sympathy enabling her to turn the

corners with admirable ease. If some-

times, as she looked at Frank, a shadow
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darkened her face, it was gone before any -

one could notice it. He certainly did not

do so, though her mother might have

done.

A change came over her manner when

the time arrived for her guests to leave.

She bade them good-night with a serious-

ness which everybody observed and nobody

could understand. When they had gone,

she sank wearily into a chair. Frank

stayed with her a little while, and, as Mrs.

Sherwood went to bed, husband and wife

were left alone together.

His head was brimful of house-keeping

arrangements. Now that he had taken

the matter in hand, he went at it as im-

pulsively, as he did at everything else.

Strangely enough, the opposition came

from her ; he would have selected a house

long ago had she not kept putting him off
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in a most unaccountable way. Though

all her interest was centred in him, she

appeared to take no interest in what he

was saying. Though she watched him

with a passionate love, which showed itself

in every feature of her face, she scarcely

answered one of his questions. Never-

theless, he rattled on, absorbed in his own

castle-building.

Of course, he said, all her money would

be settled upon herself. His income was

enough to provide a home for his wife and

keep her in comfort. At first they must

be contented with narrower quarters than

he would have liked to give her, but in

time they would be better off. There was

that empty house along the Arbory Eoad

;

what did she think of it ?

' Never mind that now, Frank,' she

said. ^ I'm a little tired to-nio^ht.'
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' Then I won't keep you up any longer,

Diana,' he said, rising. He felt rather

hurt at her indifference.

* No, don't go yet, Frank,' she pleaded.

He took the hand she held out to him,

and sat down looking at her wonderingly.

' Why, Diana, how cold your hand is
!'

he exclaimed.

„asit, Frank?'

'It is indeed. And your face .' He

laid one hand upon her forehead. ' Good

gracious ! It is burning hot. You are

quite feverish, dear. You must go to bed

at once.'

' Feverish !' she said, with a strange

little laugh. 'Are those the symptoms?

Well, it's nearly over.'

Frank was greatly alarmed. He thought

her mind was wandering, there was such

a want of connection between her ideas.
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As lie was rising to his feet, she said, in a

voice that thrilled through and through

him,

'Frank, kiss me, darling. You have

never yet done so. Kiss me, my husband.'

He stooped down and kissed her hot

forehead, and she flung her arms around

his neck and kissed him passionately in

return. It was a long time before she let

him go.

* Though you can't love me,' she half-

sobbed, ' I love you, darling—I love you

—

I love you. Though you should never

hear my voice again, remember, I love

you. If they were to be my last words, I

should say I love you. Frank, my

husband, kiss me again.'

When Frank left, he felt extremely un-

easy. There could be no doubt that

something was very wrong. If Diana was
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suffering merely from a slight feverish

attack, she might be all right in the

morning, but he feared ifc was much more

serious than that. He had never seen her

so strange in her manner except once

—shortly after their marriage. His only

consolation was that he had persuaded

her, if necessary, to send for Dr.

Mylworry.

Tired though she had acknowledged

herself to be, Diana did not go to bed at

all that night. She sat up writing letters

until nearly daybreak, when she went to

her own room to make some alterations in

her attire. She put on a dark blue dress

and a bonnet to match, all the colours she

wore being such as were least susceptible

to the action of the sea air. Though her

toilette was remarkable for its simplicity,

she was very careful over it, and it occupied
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her a considerable time. When it was

concluded, she took a last long look at her-

self in the mirror and, leaving her letters

on the dressing-table, went into the room

where her mother was sleeping soundly,

and kissed her. The old lady never stirred

until a tear fell on her wrinkled cheek

;

before she could open her eyes, Diana had

glided away.

Before passing out into the silent

market-place, she murmured, ^For his

sake ;' then she closed the door and almost

ran down the steps. The sun, just appear-

ing above Langness, had not yet acquired

sufficient strength to disperse the mist

;

the air was chilly ; and the grey houses

had a miserable aspect—miserable, at least,

in the sight of the lonely woman who was

passing by. She stopped for a moment

opposite Frank's home and looked up at
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his window with dim eyes and moving lips.

Not a word escaped her, but her pitiful

gesture, with only the grim old castle be-

hind as a spectator, was far more eloquent.

If Diana had not been so absorbed in her

own thoughts, she would have seen, here

and there as she walked along, the placards

which Bobby Beg had just been posting

an the walls. Some fishermen, who had

already read them, were discussing the

matter at the drawbridge, and, when Diana

approached, their jaws fell open with such

precision that they might have been

executing a military manoeuvre. Closing

up into a silent group, they watched her

with amazement. What had brought her

out at this early hour ? "Was she running

away from the ' startling revelations,' which

Black Deborah had promised them for the

modest sum of sixpence ?
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Though vexed at meeting anybody,

Diana never looked at the fishermen, and

so had not the smallest notion of the in-

terest they took in her. It was not a very

unusual thing for ladies to bathe before

breakfast, and, as they generally left their

bathing-gowns and towels at some cottage

or other, this might easily have been her

errand. They knew of no circumstances

likely to give colour to any other sup-

position. However, she was glad to reach

the race-course without encountering any-

one else.

The race-course extends as far as the

chevaux-de-frise on the outside of Lang-

ness. Here Diana sat down and gazed at

the sea lying almost motionless at her feet.

Away towards yonder glistening streak of

current, it had a lovely iridescent sheen

which varied in hue as the sun soared into

VOL. III. p
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the blue sky overhead. But down there

in the gully, where the long brown seaweed

was waving to and fro, the water looked,

dark and cold : the more so as, the moru-

ing having turned out bright and sun-

ny, all the rest of the world was very

beautiful.

For several hours Diana sat without

moving. There was no sign of irresolution

in her manner, only she had much to think

about and there was scarcely any chance

of her being disturbed. At length she

descended the rocks and peered down into

the gully, but started back shuddering,

for she had caught sight of a cruel-looking

conger curled among the seaweed.

Tremblingly she clambered back to her

former position, but, instead of remaining,

hastened across the narrow causeway to

St. Michael's Isle and wandered among the
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rocks there> always keeping close to the

edge of the sea.

Meanwhile a solemn little procession was

wending its way towards the same spot,

lb consisted of half-a-dozen bare-headed

fishermen carrying a rude coffin on their

shoulders, and about a score following

behind. They were neither friends nor

relatives, these rough, weather-worn

mourners with the bronzed faces and horny

hands ; they were ignorant of the very

name of the unfortunate man whose body

they were carrying. But their eyes were

moist and voices tremulous as they marched

along, singing one of their own simple

hymns.

Besides a small fort, now used as a light-

house, there is a tiny ruined chapel on St.

Michael's Isle. It is supposed to be one of

the hundred-and-ninety-three built by

p2
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Germanus, the first Bishop of Man, in

which case its age is upwards of fourteen

centuries and a half. Thouo^h exposed to

every wind, the walls, which show no trace

of a tool, are still standing, but the roof

has long disappeared. Unfortunately it is

quite neglected, and nettles are growing

around the broken altar.

- Attached to the chapel, there is an

ancient burial-ground. It is so large that

the place must formerly have been of con-

siderable importance. The only trace of

the bank which once enclosed it is a slight

elevation of the turf. The graves have all

disappeared, except in one corner where

there are a fev7 grassy mounds of recent

date without head-stones or anything to

show their meaningf. These are the orraves

of the shipwrecked unknown, the melan-

choly flotsam and jetsam rejected by the
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sea, and contemptuously tossed upon the

rocks around. Who or what they were no

one knows. Their very nationality is often

a mystery. Even the Church, ignorant of

their religion, will not receive them into its

fold. Surely the very excellent tripod

—

faith, hope, and charity—upon which our

Church takes its stand, is sometimes a

little weak iu one of its legs.

It may be doubted, however, whether a

better graveyard could possibly be found for

those who go down to the sea in ships. On

one side, this wee grassy islet runs gently

down to meet the wavelets in Derbyhaven

Bay, beyond which is a frowning range of

headlands, with pebbly little creeks in

between and the mountains standing as

sentinels in the background ; and on the

other side it bristles fiercely against the

restless ocean. So, except at the narrow
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causeway, the water flows all round and

close to the spot where these nameless

sleepers lie. And when the breeze is

murmuring softly overhead, and the sea

playing on the beach, their slumber must

be sound and their dreams sweet ; and

when the gale is shrieking around they

may rest happy in the knowledge that no

wild cry of ^AU hands on deck,' will dis-

turb their well-earned watch below. Is

not this a sailor's paradise ?

And here the bare-headed fishermen

laid their comrade who had gone before.

They could not give him anything in the

nature of a service ; it was not in their

power to bestow upon him a solemn bene-

diction ; but they did their best. They

gathered round the open grave, and, with

bowed heads and quavering voices, sang a

hymn. Westminster Abbey with all its
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splendour never witnessed a more pathetic

funeral. Then earth fell on earth, the turf

was replaced, and they left the wanderer

resting at last.

Besides the fishermen, there was present

the sole survivor of the unfortunate vessel

wrecked on Dreswick Point by Clague's in-

strumentality. He was a tall, handsome,

gentlemanly man, who had merely been a

passenger and therefore knew nothing

about the crew, otherwise this poor sailor

might have received Christian burial.

Though his age could not have exceeded

five-and-thirty, his forehead was deeply

lined and his hair beginning to turn grey.

His face had a sort of faded look which is

very difficult to describe. It gave one the

idea of his having once plunged deeply into

dissipation, and then turned from it to

lead a colourless existence enlivened by
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neither amusement nor occupation.

Character, energy, purpose, all seemed to

have been drained out of him ; but,

whether by a sudden shock or a more

gradual process, it was impossible to

say.

When the fishermen started on their

homeward walk, he strolled towards the

POcks which hid Diana from view.

Standing on the extremity of a reef, she

had heard the simple hymn and wondered

at its meaning. It had come to her like a

sweet message from the far-off land on

which her eyes were fastened. Mellowed

by distance and mingled with the music of

the sea, it had sounded like angels singing.

When it ceased, she waited hoping to hear

it again. But, as time went by, she

abandoned that hope and once more looked

at the water at her feet.
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* For his sake/ slie murmured, suddenly

raising her arms above her head.

With her beautiful face upturned to

the sunny sky, she was about to move for-

ward, when she heard a startled voice

exclaim

:

'Diana!'

She staggered back, looked at the man

standing on the rocks above, and turned

as white as snow.

'Jack!' she gasped; and fainted.
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CHAPTER XL

BLACK DBBOEAh's REVELATIONS,

Long before the Castle clock struck tea,,

there was an excited crowd in the

market-place. It was Saturday, so the

townspeople were reinforced by a large

number of country people, the farmers

standing around their carts which were

stretched in a row before the barracks,

and their wives and daughters, with big

baskets on their arms, clustered in the

little recess by the side of the Custom-house.
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The usual party of male gossips were

strolling up and down, talking, however,

with more than usual animation. The

advocates, in particular, were frisking

about in an uncommonly lively way, for

they saw a chance of a good crop of libel

suits. Many ladies were also present,

ostensibly for the purpose of marketing,

really to secure a fair share of Black

Deborah's 'startling revelations.' Very

brisk of speech and movement, they had

an embarrassing way of pouncing upon

anyone who was supposed to know more

than the rest and imploring him to confide

in them ;
' for you know,' they all said, ' I

won't breathe a syllable to a soul.' It was

so hard to disoblige them that they heard

a good many fibs.

The fishing being over for the week,

the cutters were all in the harbour, so
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their crews mustered in force. In their

sou'-westers, blue guernseys, and big boots,

and sometimes with baskets of bread or

cabbages on their heads, they added a

picturesque element to the scene, and also

a noisy one, jabbering in a dozen different

tongues. With the exception of the

sentry's, however, there were no scarlet

coats about, for the soldiers were at morn-

ing parade.

The shop-keepers had left their wives to

take care of their shops, and their wives had

run out to talk. There was a row of these

sentinels, one at nearly every door, along

each side of the two narrow streets, and

by raising their voices a little they flashed

the news down the line. Of course, the

last woman in the line heard the most

amazing things. To mention merely one

item : It was reported that Diana and Dal-
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rjmple had eloped together. The servants

popped their heads out of upper windows

and made mute gestures to one another,

not a very safe way of transmitting in-

telligence. In the present case, it led

some to believe that the Millennium was at

hand, its chief function being to corrobo-

rate Black Deborah.

It is scarcely necessary to say that, apart

from a very natural curiosity, the feeling

was one of indignation against this crazy

creature. It even extended to Dalrymple,

simply because his name was coupled with

Diana's, for no reason at all that anyone

could see. During his stay in the town

he had not made a single friend intimate

enough with him to mention what had

happened ; so, ignorant of the excitement

without, he was quietly drilling his men in

the barrack-yard.
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There was not a man who did not rally

round Diana, while those members of her

own sex who had often spoken bitterly

against her, now showed that their malice

was, like her beauty, but skin-deep. When

she was not present, to sting them with a

sense of their hopeless inferiority, they

could be generous enough.

She had, however, placed herself at a

great disadvantage by what looked very

like a flight. Her mother, always a late

riser, was not yet aware of the fact, but

the fishermen who had seen Diana crossing

the drawbridge had spread it abroad. Un-

able to offer any plausible explanation, her

friends had to content themselves with

attacking Black Deborah, whose placards

they had already torn down. But they

clamoured for more stringent measures;

they wanted to nip the scandal in the bud.
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"Why, they asked, was this scurrilous

lunatic allowed to be at large ?

Notwithstanding all the talk, there was

nothing done because no one of suflficient

authority liked to take the lead. The

High Bailiff tapped his gold snuff-box and

said he really did not see how he could

interfere at present. The facts of the

case not having been laid before him, he

was not prepared to adjudicate upon it

;

when he had read what Black Deborah had

to say, he might perhaps—though he did not

know—be able to see bis way more clearly.

Sammy Kneale thereupon suggested that

a deputation should wait upon the Lieu-

tenant-Governor; another advocate thought

it was a matter for the magistrates ; a third

held that the Deemster was the proper

person to see ; a fourth proposed that they

should take the advice of the Attorney-
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General ; and so they went on, talking the

clock round. A notorious virago, who

happened to be standing in the crowd, said

that if she were a man she would wring

Black Deborah's neck; which was per-

haps the most sensible advice of the

lot.

'The woman should be locked up beyond

all doubt,' declared Major Christorey to a

circle of friends.

'Will you give the necessary order,

major ?' inquired Sammy Kneale, cocking

his crooked nose.

'In your case with pleasure^ Kneale,' was

the blunt retort.

Sammy hastily excused himself. A
minute or two later he was observed to

glide into a neighbouring house where a

few friends were gathered for an early

' bitter.'
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* I don't think,' observed Dr. Mylworry,

' Black Deborah's half as mad as people

suppose.'

* She's as mad as a March hare,' said the

major.

' Then there's a great deal of method in

her madness. Just think of what she does

!

She is her own editor, staff, compositor,

printer, publisher
'

' And reading public,' laughed Mr.

Hudson.

' Not entirely to-day, at any rate. By

the powers, here she comes
!'

In spite of the rush to see Black Deborah,

there was no crushing upon her ; she was

much too awful a being for that. Being

mad, she was popularly supposed to be in

league with the Prince of Darkness, an

idea that was unshaken by the minute

accounts she often published of her inter-

VOL. III. Q
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views with spirits of undoubted sanctity.

The fitful lustre of her black eyes, which

possessed a kind of snake-like fascination,

had perhaps something to do with this

feeling; and then there was her extravagant

height for a woman—she was several inches

taller than any man present—and also the

noble cast of her features. It was no

wonder, then, that many superstitions were

associated with her majestic form.

As she advanced, the crowd in the

market-place opened before her and closed

up behind. Bobby Beg, who was in attend-

ance with a huge pile of the precious

leaflets, evidently derived the greatest

enjoyment from his importance. He kept

grinning right and left, while Black

Deborah marched on in front in a most

stately way, as became the wearer of Elijah's

mantle.
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Several sixpences were thrust out to her

as she passed by, but she scornfully waved

them back. She was not going to waste

her triumph in that way. These poor fools,

who had hitherto scoffed at her, should

follow after her now and bide her time
;

she would give them a dose of their own

worldly wisdom and see how they liked it.

So she continued her stately march as

far as the sun-dial, when she ascended

the glacis and took her stand on the

slabs.

She opened the proceedings with an in-

troductory speech, after which the sale

began, Bobby Beg disposing of the leaflets,

while Black Deborah was careful to collect

the money.

The number of copies sold turned out

to be far below her expectations. In fact,

considered from her standpoint, which was

q2
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the financial one, the leaflet was a failure,

the reason b(3ing that many persons were

mean enough to borrow what their neigh-

bours had bought. The High Baihff, who

always looked twice at a sixpence before

parting with it, hung his head over Major

Christorey's right shoulder, and Mr.

Hudson did the same over his left, while a

.dozen others stared impatiently in front,

waiting for their turn at this cheap six-

penny-worth. Lower down in the scale, the

process Avas carried to a still greater

extent, some thirty fishermen, for

example, getting one of their number to

read aloud. In this way, the market-

place was studded with groups, and forty

or fifty leaflets sufficed for the whole

town.

Black Deborah was furious. Being no

respecter of persons, she was irreverent
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enough to call the High Bailiff * a scurvy

old thief,' upon which his worship began

to entertain a more decided opinion as to

the . necessity for placing her under

restraint.

Customers having ceased to crowd

around the sun-dial, Bobby Beg was sent

further afield to search for them. Pre-

sently his eyes rested upon Dalrymplo

coming jauntily out of the barracks to see

what the excitement was about. Half-

incredulous faces were raised from the

printed pages which had been rivetting

their attention, and turned upon him with

amazement and indignation. They could

as little understand how he had the impu-

dence to come sauntering among them as he

could understand their unfriendly demon-

tration, if such it was to be considered. A
secret dread sprang into his mind, but he
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dismissed it as ridiculous. His listlessness

never left him ; he lounged along with a

supercilious smile which made many a man

clench his fist.

Bobby Beg advanced, and, with mock

humility, doffed his hat and stood with his

yellow head bared before the tall young

oflBcer in undress uniform.

' What do you want ?' demanded Dal-

rymple, sharply.

Bobby Beg grinned.

* Get out of my way, you fool.'

' Ay, fool indeed !' said Bobby Beg.

' On St. Stephen's Day you throwed me

sixpence. To-day I throw you six-

penn'orth.' And he thrust a leaflet into

Dairy mple's hands and danced off^

singing

:

' The king can only say good-night,

And I can do the same :
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I shouts oie-vie with all my might,

And that's the for I came.'

Dalrjmple's first impulse was to fling

the paper away. But, noticing that every

group had one like it, he opened it and

began to read. The heading gave him an

unmistakeable shock, which in a less

degree was communicated to the anxious

spectators. When he had glanced through

a .few lines his face was as pale as death.

Instead of continuing his walk, he hastily

returned to the barracks.

What little remains to be said about

Fabian Dalrymple may best be said here.

Whether he had previously obtained leave

of absence from his colonel or whether he

went without it, nobody appeared to know,

but one thing is certain : he left Castle-

town the same evening and was never seen

there again. He had shot his bolt and
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missed, but so narrowly as to cause many a

shudder afterwards.

Dalrymple had scarcely left the market-

place when Ned entered it on his way to

ask Nessie to be his wife. He was very

happy and very hopeful; had not Mona

given him good cause for being so ? She

would never have spoken as she had done

unless she felt quite certain of her sister's

mind. So Ned, as he walked along, paused

before every empty house and pictured it

furnished, with Nessie in the centre of all

the beautiful things he meant to buy for

her. The great difficulty with him was

that she would look well anywhere ; every

place he tried her in straightway became

charming. Under such embarrassing cir-

cumstances, he found it impossible to

decide upon any one in particular. How-

ever, he intended to leave it all to her, so
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there was no need to trouble his head

about it. Then he had grand plans for

helping her family without their knowing

anything about it ; and he would purchase

a nice handy yacht and take Frank and

Diana for a long cruise ; and Toby was to

have a new kennel ; in fact his friends were

to share in his happiness.

Ned walked through the crowd without

taking much notice of the prevailing excite-

ment. It was market-day, and that no doubt

accounted for it. But presently his father

saw him and marched up, looking as brittle

as a wax-work image.

' What's the matter, sir ?' exclaimed Ned,

struck by his extreme gravity.

*Come with me, Ned,' said the major,

leading him by the arm. ' I have some-

thing to tell you in private.'

As the two were walking away together,
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Ned happened to look across at Diana's

house. Then he thought he saw it all.

Every blind was drawn down ! It was a

dreadful blow for him, of course, but his

other feelings soon gained the mastery.

* Is Diana dead ?' he asked, in a hoarse

whisper.

^Dead! No. Why?'

This swift play upon Ned's feelings

proved too much for him. His lips moved
;

but in order to explain himself he had to

point at the darkened house.

The major looked and started. While

he was still watching, the door opened

and a woe-begone yellow old lady in an

Indian shawl tottered down the steps.

Suddenly she clutched at the railings and

fell back crying

:

* Diana
!'

Several ran to her assistance, but the
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majority turned in the opposite direction.

On the glacis stood the black majestic

figure of the mad prophetess, pointing with

outstretched hand to three persons who

were walking in the street below. They

were Diana in the centre, Frank on one

side of her, and the rescued passenger on

the other.

' Behold,' cried Black Deborah, ' a woman

and her two husbands !'

She spoke at a venture, knowing the

stranger's name to be Knighton. But she

was right.

Diana who had separated herself from

her dissipated husband and hidden herself

away in Castletown, had had reason to

believe him drowned. Dalrymple had

learnt he was alive through an advertise-

ment for her, and had concealed the fact

lest Frank, released from his supposed
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marriage, should oust him from Nessie's

favour. The advertisement which was in

the pocket-book picked up by Bobby Beg,

was the text of Black Deborah's leaflet.
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CHAPTER XII.

GOOD-BYE.

In one corner of the Claddagh House gar-

den there was a grotto of red conglomer-

ate which had been brought from Langness.

Ferns, planted in the interstices of the

rocks, formed a delicate tracery of many

tints of green and brown. It was enclos-

ed by a broad circle of dark-eyed pansies,

presided over by several bushes of Guelder

roses, and was approached by a lane of

raspberry bushes which grew thickly under

the gnarled old apple-trees.
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On the morning after the events narrated

in the last chapter, Nessie was the sole

occupant of the grotto which contained a

rustic table and seat. Her arms were

resting on the table and her head was

buried in them. The garden was bathed

in a soft warm flood of sunlight, through

which floated the scent of marjory and

thyme, the songs of the linnets and the

finches, and the sweet lullaby of the sea.

But here, under the shadow of the rocks,

the atmosphere was a little gloomy, as was

Nessie. A new and most difficult problem

having been presented to her, she was try-

ing hard to solve it, and it seemed to her

troubled young mind that the solution

could only be reached through suffering.

Mona had given her a hint as to what she

had said to Ned ; and now what was to be

done about him and Frank ?
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Hearing a step on the gravel, Nessie

looked up and saw N"ed timidly approach-

ing. Though her pretty face had been

clouded a moment before, though she was

greatly distressed now, she contrived to

give him a smile of welcome. He was even

more embarrassed than she was.

'Nessie,' he stammered, after shaking

hands with her, ' I thought I should like to

say good-bye to you alone.'

' Good-bye, Ned ! Where are you

going ?'

' Abroad.'

' Why ?' she asked, with a little gasp.

' Because I wish to be your brother and

—I can't if I stay here.'

'You poor, poor old Ned,' she faltered,

and broke down.

' I have been worrying your poor little

life out,' he said. It was hard work to go
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on, but he stuck to it bravely. ^ I ought

to be ashamed of myself and I am. When

I come back I shall be a brother—only a

brother, Nessie.'

' Is this for my sake, Ned T she said,

watching him closely. ' Am I driving you

away from your own home. Oh, but that

must never, never be.'

He saw then that he had made a

mistake.

' You are not to blame at all,' he said,

stoutly. ^No, not at all, Nessie. You

would have loved me if you could, but you

can't—and no wonder.' He glanced

reproachfully at his own awkward person.

' Now you will be happy with Frank, and

therefore I am happy ; at least, I ought to

be. There are other reasons for my leav-

ing Castletown. My mother is very

anxious I should go away for a while.
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Toby—look at the rascal pretending to be

the most innocent dog in creation/ said

Ned, glad to turn his face away from her

watchful gaze— ' Toby has got me into a

row with the High Bailiff. He is so

savage that he won't speak to either my

father or myself. So, you see, Nessie, I'm

going away for the peace of the town/

' If I only thought
'

^* Oh, but you mustn't think,' said Ned,

who was unusually talkative this morning.

* It's bad for young brains. To tell the

truth, Nessie, I'm rather glad to have a

chance of seeing foreign countries. I want

brightening up a bit ; everybody says so.

I made up my mind last night and I thought

I should like to tell you alone, so here I

am. When I come back,' he hesitated, it

was so difficult to say, ^ I hope I shall find

you married and happy.'

VOL. III. B
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Nessie was crying silently.

'But, Ned/ she began.

* No, no, let me do all the talking. And

now, Nessie,' he said, abruptly, taking her

hand, 'I'm off. Good-bye, and God bless

you !'

Before she could say a word, he was

gone, hurrying away through the garden

with Toby at his heels. Cain the Leg, who

was resting upon his spade, watched him

striding by and marvelled at his speed

;

but when he noticed Ned's white face and

contracted brows, he also grew troubled.

It may have been owing to some subtle

sense of sympathy, or it may have been

merely imitation, but Cain the Leg began to

dig with vigour.

After fortifying himself by means of a

walk through the fields, Ned returned to

the town. As he approached the draw-
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bridge, be drew a leather muzzle from his

pocket, summoned his shaggy companion,

and put it on. Toby looked perplexed and

not a little mortified. In this strange

apparel he presented a singularly ferocious

appearance, notwithstanding his piteous

gaze at his master, who adjusted the

buckles with as much care as if he were

dealing with an untamed tiger.

' For Nessie and for me, Toby !' said N'ed,

half-apologetically, as he gave the finishing

touch and stood up. ' You don't mind

that, do you, old chap T

The sailors standing by the bridge were

inclined to jeer at Toby. They stared,

pulled the pipes out of their mouths, and

prepared to heave a remark or two.

' What's up with the dog, Master Ned?'

asked Jonathan Yondy.

* His temper is out of order, Jonathan.'

r2.
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• Yes, he has been seized with a delirious

craving for human flesh.'

' That's bad, though,' said Jonathan,

edging a little further away, while everyone

present showed a sudden desire to examine

his neighbour's back.

This preliminary test satisfied Ned of

4he efficacy of his appliance. Heavy-

hearted though he was, he could not help

smiling as he passed on. Arrived at

Frank's office, he opened the door, sent

Toby in, and then followed himself. Frank,

who was writing at the table, leaned back

in his chair and regarded this strange

couple with surprise. Toby was so asham-

ed of himself that he sneaked into a cor-

ner between the side-board and the wall,

and only his muzzled head protruded.

His master stood opposite and pointed at

him.
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* There !' he exclaimed. * Did you ever

see such a fierce brute in all your life ? A

perfect monster, Frank. A regular demon.

There's not a man, woman, or child safe in

the town when he is about, and yet I

haven't the heart to part with him.'

' But what's the matter now, Ned ?'

' Matter now ! Why, that desperate

animal has worried a colt of the High

Bailiffs, and he is furious, thirsting for the

blood of all the Christoreys. Money won't

recompense him, he says ; he wants blood.

He demands Toby as the first victim.

There's only one way out of the difficulty,

Frank. Toby and I are going to make a

bolt for it as soon as possible—to-morrow,

in fact.'

' I had no idea,' said Frank, smiling

though somewhat bewildered, 'that the

High Bailiff was such a blood-thirsty old
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fellow. You don't really mean that you

are leaving the island ?'

' Indeed I do/ replied Ned, with a sorry

attempt at playfulness. * I'm going to

travel—become a man of the world, you

know. At present I'm insular, angular,

ignorant of all but rocks and sea and fish.

In a year or two I'll come back a polished

traveller crammed full of knowledge.' He

looked at himself and laughed.

After playing with his pen for a moment

or two, Frank raised his eyes to Ned's face

and said :

^AndNessie?'

* Oh ! she and I have arranged to be

brother and sister for the rest of our

lives. That is, if her husband won't

object.'

' And you are willing to agree to those

terms ?'
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'Yes.

* I must say I can't understand it.

It is so unlike you, Ned, to leave a thing

half-done.'

* Oh, but this isn't done at all. Nessie

would never care for me except as a brother

and it would be downright cruelty to go

on bothering her.'

' Look here, Ned, my engagement was

broken off entirely through my own

fault. Therefore I must suffer for it.

And certainly I'm not going to act the

dog in the manger. While I have been

out of the matter, you and Nessie have

been getting to love each other.'

* There you are wrong, Frank,' inter-

rupted Ned, sadly. 'Nessie's happiness

depends upon her marrying you, so I have

set my heart upon it.'

* Well, Ned, you are the most unselfish
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fellow in the whole world. Is this the

reason why you are leaving Castletown ?'

Ned could only point at Toby.

' Because if it is,' continued Frank firm-

ly, ' I'll go straight to your people and beg

them to forbid your doing anything of the

sort/

* It is my mother's wish that I should

go.'

* But she doesn't know everything.'

' Yes, Frank, she does. And I will ask

you to remember this, 1 don't return until

Nessie is married to somebody. Whether

you are that somebody rests with yourself.'

Then, in the same abrupt way that he had

taken leave of Nessie, he took leave of

Frank.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE END.

Seven months later, on the first of May,

Nessie and Frank were alone together on

the rocks at Scarlett, Mona having gone

off, as she was careful to explain, to see

what the view looked like from the top of

the Stack.

It was a glorious evening, not unlike

that other on which our story opened.

The sun hung like a ball of fire in the hazy

blue sky barred here and there with gold

and crimson ; the mountains were decked
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with green and purple ; and a filmy veil of

pink was stealing along the valleys. The

ensiD:n over Castle Rushen had a lano^uid

droop, for there was not wind enough to stir

it, and the smoke from the grey houses

around its walls rose in parallel lines.

The tide was high and the water a sheeny

blue, except close to the coast where the

shadows lay darkly upon the water.

Yonder, a white-sailed vessel appeared to

be sailing in the air ; it floated high above

the horizon which was distinctly outlined

below. Langness had caught the warm

glow of the sunset, and looked so soft and

bright that it was hard to imagine a ship-

wreck there.

' This morning/ said Nessie, * I had a

letter from Diana.'

' What did she say F

' Very little about herself, though she
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asked many questions about you. Her

husband is quite a changed man, she says;

he is very attentive to her and very fond

of her. Poor Diana ! she writes from

Paris/

' I know,' said Frank, with a sigh, * for

she met Ned there.'

' And you have heard from him ?'

' Yes, this morning also. According to

his own account, he is enjoying himself

immensely ?'

' Dear good old fellow ! Do you really,

really think he is happy ?'

' That is a hard thing to say.'

It was now Nessie's turn to sigh. Just

where the Stack threw its black shadow

across the sea, a fisherman was slowly

paddling his ski:ff towards the harbour.

The sight recalled to her memory the

evening when she and Ned had been there
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together. Now, he was wandering alone

in a foreign country, and she—Heigh-ho

!

if every cloud has its silver lining, every

silver lining has its cloud.

'Does he say when he is coming home

again ?' asked Nessie, studying the water

at her feet,

'Not yet. Not until
—

' He stopped,

Jooked at her wistfully, and then went on :

* Nessie, Ned is in exile. He is such an

uncommonly determined fellow that there

is no doing anything with him. In fact, he

won't come back until we have done what

he wishes.'

' What he wishes !' exclaimed Nessie,

with a little start of surprise.

' Yes, Nessie, what the best and truest

and noblest friend we have wishes. I long

to see his honest face again, and to get a

grip of his manly hand. And Toby the
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truculent, Toby with the shaggy coat and

crop ear and stumpy tail—can't you see

the rascal prowling along beside his great

awkward good master ? Oh, Nessie, we

must have them back.'

Nessie blushed, but made no answer.

' There is only one way to do it,' said

Frank, taking her hand. ^ May I keep

this ? It was mine once, but I threw it

away. My darling, need I tell you how I

love you?'

* Frank,' she murmured, her pretty face

as red as the setting sun, * I know.'

'Do you, you rogue!' he exclaimed,

taking her in his arms and kissing her.

And so, after a separation which had

threatened to be lifelong, the lovers were

united. ' Oh, Nessie,' he added, presently,

' I could be so happy if it were not for Ned

and Diana.'
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The eyes of both filled with tears.

Their dreams had once been of perfect

happiness ; now they know it to be un-

attainable. But this evening, sitting by

the side of the beautiful sea, with the

ruddy sky over-head and love in their

warm young hearts, Nessie and Frank

were as happy as they ever will be in this

world.

THE END.
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THE BROKEN SEAL. By Dora Russell, Author
of " Footprints in the Snow," &c. 3 vols.

THE GREEN HILLS BY THE SEA : A Manx
SxoiiT. By Hugh Coleman Davidson. 3 vols.

MURIEL'S MARRIAGE. ByEsME Stuart, Author
of " A Faire Damzell," &c. 3 vols.

TILL MY WEDDING DAY. By a French Lady.
2 vols. (In the Press.^

ONCE AGAIN. By Mrs. Forrester, Author of
" Viva," " Mignon," " My Lord and My Lady," &c. (Second EditlonJ

3 vols.
" A real]y fascinating story. Bright and often original as is Mrs. Forrester, her

peculiar gifts have never been seen to better advantage than in 'Once Again.'

An undercurrent of tragedy runs through this startling tale, and this, together

with its graphically drawn characters, sets it completely apart from the ordinary

society storj.""—Morning Post.

A WILFUL YOUNG WOMAN. By A. Price,
Author of " A Rustic Maid," " Who is Sylvia ?" &c. 3 vols.

" The story is one to be read with pleasure, and no little admiration. The por-

traiture is full of grace and tenderness."—/Scoismaw.

THE SURVIVORS. By Henry Cresswell, Author
of " A Modern Greek Heroine," " Incognita," &c. 3 vols.

" There is cleverness in this book, and occasional brilliancy and wit."—Academy.
" An amusing comedy of modern life ; there are some good situations and

striking episodes in the book."

—

Athenasum.

A WICKED GIRL. By Mary Cecil Hay, Author
of " Old Myddelton's Money," &c. 3 vols.

"The author of ' Old Myddelton's Money' always manages to write interesting

stories.''—^cac?e;H«/.
'• The story ' A Wicked Girl ' has an ingeniously carried out plot. Miss Hay la

a graceful writer, and her pathos is genuine."—Posi.

THE WOOING OF CATHERINE. By E. Frances
PoTNTER, Author of " My Little Lady," &c. 2 vols.

"The figures are drawn with clear, bold strokes, each individual standing

before us with marked personality, while the backgrounds are effective and
striking.''

—

Literary World.

ST. BRIAVELS. By Mary Deane, Author of
" Quatrefoil," &c. 3 vols.

" The authoress throughout writes with moderation and consistency, and her

three ample volumes well repay perusal."—Z)at7j/ Telegraph.

" ' St. Briavels ' is a story replete with variety, and in all developments of her

plot the author skilfully maintains an unabated interest."—J/orninsr Post.

A LILY MAID, By William George Waters.
3 vols.

" A story of the keenest interest. Mr. Waters' plot is neat, and his style is

bright and pleasing."—Z)at/?/ reZegrrcTi)/}.
.,. „ ,r • d /

" ' A Lily Maid ' is throughout exceedmgly pleasant readmg. —Morning Post.
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I.—SAM SLICK'S NATURE AND HUMAN NATURE.
"The first volume of Messra. Hurst and Blackett's Standard Library of Cheap Editions

forms a very good beginning to what will doubtless be a very successful undertaking
'Nature and Human Nature ' is one of the best of Sam Slick's witty and humorous pro-
ductions, and well entitled to the large circulation which it cannot fail to obtain in it-s

present convenient and cheap shape. The volume combines with the great recommenda-
tions of a clear, bold type and good paper, the lesser, but attractive merits of being well
illustrated and elegantly bound."

—

Morning Post.

IL—JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN.
"The new and cheaper edition of this interesting work will doubtless meet with great

success. John Halifax, the hero of this most beautiful story, is no ordinary hero, and
this his history is no ordinary book. It is a full-length portrait of a true gentleman, one
of nature's own nobility. It is also the history of a home, and a thoroughly English one.
The work abounds in incident, and many of the scenes are full of graphic power and true
pathos. It is a book that few will read without becoming wiser and better."

—

Scotsman.
" This story is very interesting. The attachment between John Halifax and his wife is

beautifully -painted, as are the pictures of their domestic life, and the growing up of their
children; and the conclusion of the book is beautiful and touching."—.4i/j€««M«i.

IIL—THE CRESCENT AND THE CROSS.

BY ELIOT WARBURTON.
"Independent of its value as an original narrative, and its useful and interesting

information, this work is remarkable for the colouring power and play of fancy with
which its descriptions are enlivened. Among its greatest and most lasting charms is ita

reverent and serious spirit."—Quarter?;/ Review.
" Mr. Warburton has fulfilled the promise of his title-page. The ' Realities of Eastern

Travel ' are described with a vividness which invests them with deep and abiding inter-
est ; while the 'Romantic' adventures which the enterprising tourist met with in his
course are narrated with a spirit which shows how much he enjoyed these reliefs from
the ennui of every-day life."— ff/ode.

IV.—NATHALIE.
BY JULIA KAVANAGH.

"'Nathalie' is Miss Kavanagh's best imaginative effort. Its manner ia gracious and
attractive. Its matter is good. A sentiment, a tenderness, are commanded by her whicli
are as individual as they are elegant. We should not soon come to an end were we to
specify all the delicate touches and attractive pictures which place ' Nathalie ' high amonij
books of its class."

—

Atlienosum.

v.—A WOMAN'S THOUGHTS ABOUT WOMEN.
BY THE AUTHOR OF "JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."

"These thoughts are good and humane. They are thoughts we would wish women to

think : they are much more to the purpose than the treatises upon the women and daugh-
ters of England, which were fashionable some years ago, and these thoughts mark tha
progress of opinion, and indicate A higher tone of character, and a juster estimate of
woman's position."

—

Athenxum.
" This excellent book is characterised by good sense, good taste, and feeling, and i.i

written in an earnest, philanthropic, as well as practical spirit."—il/o/-«jny Fcst.
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VI.—ADAM GRAEME OF MOSSGRAY.
BY MRS. OLIPHANT.

•"Adam Graeme ' is a story awakening genuine emotions of interest and delight by its

admirable pictures of Scottish life and scenery. The plot is cleverly complicated, and
there is great vitality in the dialogue, and remarkable brilliancy in the descriptive pas-
tiges, as who that has read 'Margaret Maitland ' would not be prepared to expect?
But the story has a ' mightier magnet still,' in the healthy tone which pervades it, in its

(•jminine delicacy of thought and diction, and in the truly womanly tenderness of its

sentiments. The eloquent author sets before us the essential attributes of Christian
virtue, their deep and silent workings in the heart, and their beautiful manifestations ii

the life, with a delicacy, a power, and a truth which can hardly be surpassed."—Ifornin
Poit.

VII.—SAM SLICK'S WISE SAWS AND
MODERN INSTANCES.

"We have not the slightest intention to criticise this book. Its reputation is made, and
will stand as long as that of Scott's or Bui war's novels. The remarkable originality of

its purpose, and the happy description it affords of American life and manners, still con-
tinue the subject of universal admiration. To say thus much is to say enough, though we
must just mention that the new edition forms a part of the Publishers' Cheap Standard
Library, which has included some of the very best specimens of light literature that ever
have been written."

—

Messenger.

VIH.—CARDINAL WISEMAN'S RECOLLECTIONS
OF THE LAST FOUR POPES.

" A picturesque book on Kome and its ecclesiastical sovereigns, by an eloquent Koman
Catholic. Cardinal Wiseman has here treated a special subject with so much generality
and geniality that his recollections will excite no ill-feeling in those who are most con-
scientiously opposed to every idea of human infallibility represented ifr Papal domination."
—Athenxum.

IX.—A LIFE FOR A LIFE.

"We are always glad to welcome Mrs. Cr.aik. She writes from, her own convic-
tions, and she has the power not only to conceive clearly what it is that she wishes to

say, but to express it in language effective and vigorous. In ' A Life for a Life ' she is

fortunate in a good subject, and she has produced a work of strong effect. The
reader, having read the booK through for the story, will be apt (if he be of our per-
suasion) to return and read again many pages and passages with greater pleasure
than on a first perusal. The whole book is replete with a graceful, tender deli-

cacy; and, in addition to its other merits, it is written in good careful English."—
Athenceum.

"
' A Life for a Life ' is a book of a high class. The characters are depicted with a

masterly hand ; the events are dramatically set forth ; the descriptions of scenery and
sketches of society are admirably penned ; moreover, the work has an object—a clearly

defined moral—most poetically, most beautifully drawn, and through all there is that

strong, reflective mind visible which lays bare the human heart and human mind to the
very core."

—

Morning Post.

X.—THE OLD COURT SUBURB.
BY LEIGH HUNT.

" A book which has afforded us no slight gratification."

—

Athenwum.
"From the mixture of description, anecdote, biography, and criticism, this book is very

•pleasant reading."

—

Spectator.
•' A mort) agreeable and entertaining book has not been published since Boswell pro-

.iuced his reminiscences of Johnson."

—

f^hstrver.
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XI.—MARGARET AND HER BRIDESMAIDS.

" "We recommend all who are in search of a fascinating novel to read this work for

themselves. They will find it well worth their while. There are a freshness and origin-

ality about it quite charming, and there is a certain nobleness in the treatment both of

•sentiment and incident which is not often found."

—

Athenasum.

XIL—THE OLD JUDGE ; OR, LIFE IN A COLONY.
BY SAM SLICK.

" A peculiar interest attaches to sketches of colonial life, and readers could not have a

safer guide than the talented author of this work, who, by a residence of half a century,

has practically grasped the habits, manners, and social conditions of the colonists he de-

Bcribes. All who wish to form a fair idea of the difficulties and pleasures of life in a new
country, unlike England in some respects, yet like it in many, should read this book."
John Bull.

XIII.—DARIEN; OR, THE MERCHANT PRINJE.

BY ELIOT WARBURTON.
" This last production of the author of ' The Crescent and the Cross * has the sam«

elements of a very wide popularity. It will please its thousands."

—

Olobe.
" Eliot Warburton's active and productive genius is amply exemplified in the presen t

book. We have seldom met with any work in which the realities of history and the

poetry of Action were more happily interwoven."

—

Illustrated News.

XIV.—FAMILY ROMANCE ; OR, DOMESTIC ANNALS
OF THE ARISTOCRACY.

BY SIR BERNARD BURKE, ULSTER KING OF ARMS.
" It were impossible to praise too highly this mjjst interesting book, whether we should

have regard to its excellent plan or its not less excellent execution. It ought to be founH
on every drawing-room table. Here you have nearly fifty captivating romances with the

pith of all their interest preserved in undiminished poignancy, and any one may be read

in half an hour. It is not the least of their merits that the romances are founded on fact

^or what, at least, has been handed down for truth by long tradition—and the romance
of reality far exceeds the romance of &ci\on."—Standard.

XV.—THE LAIRD OF NORLAW.
BY MRS. OLIPHANT.

"We have had frequent opportunities of commending Messrs. Hurst and Blacket,t>

Standard Library. For neatness, elegance, and distinctness the volumes in this series

•surpass anything with which we are familiar. 'The Laird of Norlaw' will fully susbiin

tlie author's high reputation. The reader is carried on from first to last with an energy

of sympathy that never flags."

—

Sunday Times.

"'The Laird of Norlaw' is worthy of the author's reputation. It ia one of the most
exquisite of modern xxo^qIs."—Observer.

XVL—THE ENGLISHWOMAN IN ITALY.
BY MRS. G. GRETTON.

"Mrs. Gretton had opportunities which rarely fall to the lot of strangers of becoming
acquainted with the inner life and habits of a part of the Italian peninsula which is t> e

very centre of the national crisis. We can praise her performance as interesting, unexa^;

gerated, and full of opportune instruction."—TAe Times.

"Mrs. Gretton's book is timely, life-iike, and for every reason to be recomraendea It

is impossible to close the book without liking the priter as well as the subject. The work
'is engaging, because real."

—

Athenaeum.
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XVII.-.NOTHING NEW.
BY THE AUTHOR OP " JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."

" 'Nothing New' displays all those superior merits which have made 'John Halifax
'

one of the most popular works of the day. There is a force and truthfulness about these

tales which mark them as the production of no ordinary mind, and we cordially recom-
mend them to the perusal of all lovers of fiction."

—

Morning Post.

XVIIL—LIFE OF JEANNE D'ALBRET, QUEEN OF

NAVARRE.
BY MISS FREER.

"We have read this book with great pleasure, and have no hesitation in recommending
it to general perusal. It reflects the highest credit on the industry and ability of Miss

Freer. Nothing can be more interesting than her story of the life of Jeanne D'Albret,

and the narrative is as trustworthy as it is attractive."

—

Morning Post.

XIX.—THE VALLEY OF A HUNDRED FIRES.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " MARGARET AND HER BRIDESMAIDS."
" If asked to classify this work, we should give it a place between ' John Halifax ' and

'The Caxtons.' "

—

Standard.
" Tho spirit in which the whole book is written is reflned and goo±"—Athmseum.
"This is in every sense a charming novel"

—

Messenger.

XX.—THE ROMANCE OF THE FORUM ; OR, NARRATIVES,
SCENES, AND ANECDOTES FROM COURTS OF JUSTICE.

BY PETER BURKE, SERJEANT AT LAW.
" This attractive book will be perused with much interest. It contains a great variety

I'f singular and highly romantic stories."

—

John Bull.
" A work of singular interest, which can never fail to charm and absorb the reader's

attention. The present cheap and elegant edition includes the true story of the Colleen

ha.yfu.."—Illustrated News.

XXL—ADELE.
BY JULIA KAYANAGH.

"
' AdMe ' is the best work we have read by Miss Kavanagh ; it is a charming story,

full of delicate character-painting. The interest kindled in the first chapter burns brightly

to the close."

—

Athenceum.
"

' Adele ' will fully sustain the reputation of Miss Kavanagh, high as it already ranks."
—John Bull.

"'Adble' is a love-story of very considerable pathos and power. It is a very clever

noyel"—Daily News.

XXIL—STUDIES FROM LIFE.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."
"These 'Studies ' are truthful and vivid pictures of life, often earnest, always full of righ*

feeling, and occasionally lightened by touches of quiet, genial humour. The volume is re-

markable for thought, sound sense, shrewd observation, and kind and sympathetic feeling

for all things good and beautiful."

—

Morning Post.

"These 'Studies from Life ' are remarkable for graphic power and observation. Th^*

ftook will not diminish the reputation of the accomplished author."Saturday Review.
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XXIII.—GRANDMOTHER'S MONEY.
BY F. W. ROBINSON.

"W© commend 'Grandmother's Money' to readera in search of a good novel. The
characters are true to human nature, and the story is interesting."

—

Athenceum.

XXIV.—A BOOK ABOUT DOCTORS.

BY JOHN CORDY JEAFFRESON.
" A book to be read and re-read; fit for the study as well as the drawing-room table and

the circulating library."

—

Lancet.
" This is a pleasant book for the fireside season, and for the seaside season. Mr. Jeaffre-

Bon has, out of hundreds of volumes, collected thousands of good things, adding thereto

much that appears in print for the first time, and which, of course, gives increased value
to this very readable book."

—

Athenceum.

XXV.—NO CHURCH.
BY F. W. ROBINSON.

"We advise all who have the opportunity to read this book. It is well worth the
study.

'

'

—

Athenoeum.
" A work of great originality, merit, and power."—^Stondarci

XXVL—MISTRESS AND MAID.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."
"A good wholesome book, gracefully written, and as pleasant to read as it is instruc-

tive.
'
'

—

AthencBum.

"A charming tale, charmingly to\±"—Standard.
" All lovers of a good novel will hail with delight another of Mrs. Oraik's charming

tories."—/oAn Bull.

XXVII.—LOST AND SAVED.

BY THE HON. MRS. NORTON.
"

' Lost and Saved' will be read with eager interest by those who love a touching story.

It is a vigorous novel."

—

Times.
" This story is animated, full of exciting situations and stirring incidents. The charac-

ters are delineated with great power. Above and beyond these elements of a good novel,

there is that indefinable charm with which true genius invests all it touches."—Z)aiZy News.

XXVIIL—LES MISERABLES.
BY YIOTOR HUGO.

Autliorised Copyright English Translation.

"The merits of 'Les Miserables ' do not merely consist in the conception of it as a
whole ; it abounds with details of unequalled beauty. M. Victor Hugo has stamped upon
every page the haU-mark of gQuvas:'—Quarterly Review.

XXIX.—BARBARA'S HISTORY.
BY AMELIA B. EDWARDS.

"It is not often that we light upon a novel of so much merit and interest as
'Barbara's History.' It is a work conspicuous for taste and literary culture. It is a very
graceful and charming book, with a well-managed story, clearly-cut characters, and
sentiments expressed with an exquisite elocution. The dialogues especially sparkle witU
repartee. It is a book which the world will like. This is high praise of a work of art

and so we intend it."

—

The Times.
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XXX.—LIPE OF THE REV. EDWARD IRVING.
BY MRS. OLIPHANT.

" A good book on a most interesting theme."—Times.
" A truly interesting and most affecting memoir. ' Irving's Life ' ought to have a niche

in every gallery of religious biography. There are few lives that will be fuller of in-
B traction, interest, and consolation."—(SafMrday Review.

XXXI.—ST. OLAVE'S.
BY THE AUTHOR OF " JANITA'S CROSS."

'• This novel is the work of one who possesses a great talent for writing, as well as
experience and knowledge of the world. The whole book is worth reading."—^^Aenoeum.

"
' St Olave's ' belongs to a lofty order of fiction. It is a good novel, but it is something

more. It is written with unflagging ability, and it is as even as it is clever. The author
has determined to do nothing short of the best, and has succeeded."—jl/ormny Post.

XXXIL—SAM SLICK'S TRAITS OF AMERICAN HUMOUR.
" Dip where you will into this lottery of fun, you are sure to draw out a prize. These

' Traits ' exhibit most successfully the broad national features of American humour."—Post.

XXXIII.—CHRISTIAN'S MISTAKE.
BY THE AUTHOR OF " JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."

" A more charming story has rarely been written. It is a choice gift to be able thus to

render human nature so truly, to penetrate its depths with such a searching sagacity, and
to illuminate them with a radiance so eminently the writer's own."

—

Times.

XXXIV.—ALEC FORBES OF HOWGLEN.
BY GEORGE MAO DONALD, LL.D.

"No account of this story would give any idea of the profound interest that pervades
the work from the first page to the la,st."—Athenoeum.
"A novel of uncommon merit. Sir Walter Scott said he would advise no man to try

to read ' Clarissa Harlowe ' out loud in company if he wished to keep his character for
manly superiority to tears. We fancy a good many hardened old novel-readers will feel

a rising in the throat as they follow the fortunes of Alec and Annie."—Pall Mall Gazette.

XXXV.—AGNES.
BY MRS. OLIPHANT.

" 'Agnes ' is a novel superior to any of Mrs. Oliphant's former woT\LB."—Athenceum.
"Mrs. Oliphant is one of the most admirable of our novelists. In her works there

are always to be found high principle, good taste, sense, and refinement. ' Agnes ' is

a story whose pathetic beauty will appeal irresistibly to all readers."—i/^ornmgf Post.

XXXVL—A NOBLE LIFE.
BY THE AUTHOR OF " JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."

"Few men and no women will read 'A Noble Life' without feeling themselves the
better for the effort."

—

Spectator.
" A beautifully written and touching tale. It is a noble hoo^."—Morning Post.
" ' A Noble Life ' is remarkable for the high types of character it presents, and the

skill with which they are made to work out a story of powerful and pathetic interest."

^Daily News.

XXXVII.—NEW AMERICA.
BY W. HEPWORTH DIXON.

" A very interesting book. Mr. Dixon has written thoughtfully and well."

—

Times.

" We recommend everyone who feels any interest in human nature to read Mr.

•Dixon's very interesting Xiook."'—Saturday Review.
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XXXVIII.—ROBERT FALCONER.
BY GEORGE MAG DONALD, LL.D.

"'Robert Falconer' is a work brimful of life and humour and of the deepest human
interest. It is a book to be returned to again and again for the deep and searching
knowledge it evinces of human thoughts and feelinga."—AthenoeuTn.

XXXIX.—THE WOMAN'S KINGDOM.
BY THE AUTHOR OF " JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."

'"The Woman's Kingdom' sustains the author's reputation as a writer of the purest
and noblest kind of domestic stories."

—

Aihenceum.
"

' The Woman's Kingdom ' is remarkable for its romantic interest. The characters are
masterpieces. Edna is worthy of the hand that drew John Halifax."—i/ornm^ Post.

XL.—ANNALS OF AN EVENTFUL LIFE.

BY GEORGE WEBBE DASENT, D.G.L.
"A racy, well-written, and original novel The interest never flags. The whole work

epwkles with wit and hMmovLT."—Quarterly Review.

XLI.—DAVID ELGINBROD.
BY GEORGE MAC DONALD, LL.D.

"A novel which is the work of a man of genius. It will attract the highest class of
readers."

—

Times.

XLII.—A BRAVE LADY.
BY THE AUTHOR OP " JOHN HALIFAX,

"We earnestly recommend this novel. It is a special and worthy specimen of the
author's remarkable powers. The reader's attention never for a moment flags."

—

Post
"'A Brave Lady' thoroughly rivets the unmingled sympathy of the reader, and her

history deserves to stand foremost among the author's wov^s."—Daily Telegraph.

XLIII—HANNAH.
BY THE AUTHOR OF " JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."

" A very pleasant, healthy story, well and artistically told. The book is sure of a wide
circle of readers. The character of Hannah is one of rare heauty."—Standard.
"A powerful novel of social and domestic life. One of the most successful efforts of a

successful novelist."—Z)at7y News.

XLIV.—SAM SLICK'S AMERICANS AT HOME.
•• This is one of the most amusing books that wo ever rea-d."—Standard.
" ' The Americans at Home ' will not be less popular than any of Judge Halliburton's

previous wov^a."—Morning Post.

XLV.—THE UNKIND WORD.
BY THE AUTHOR OF " JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."

'* These stories are gems of narrative. Indeed, some of them, in their touching grace
and simplicity, seem to us to possess a charm even beyond the authoress's most popular
novels. Of none of them can this be said more emphatically than of that which opens the
series, ' The Unkind Word.' It is wonderful to see the imaginative power displayed in

the few deUcate touches by which this successful love-story is sketched out."—The Echo.
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XLYI.—A ROSE IN JUNE.
BY MRS. OLIPHANT.

"'A Eose in June' is as pretty as its title. Tlie story is one of the best and most
touching which we owe to the industry and talent of Mrs. Oliphant, and naay hold its own
with even ' The Chronicles of Carlingford.' "—Times.

XLVIL—MY LITTLE LADY.
BY E. FRANCES POYNTER.

"This story presents a number of vivid and very charming pictures, Indeed, the whole
book is charming. It is interesting in both character and story, and thoroughly good of

its 'kind.'"—Saturday Review.

XLVIII.—PHCEBE, JUNIOR.
BY MRS. OLIPHANT.

"This last 'Chronicle of Carlingford' not merely takes rank fairly beside the first

which introduced us to 'Salem Chapel,' but surpasses all the intermediate records.

Phoebe, Junior, herself is admirably drawn."

—

Academy.

XLIX.—LIFE OF MARIE ANTOINETTE.
BY PROFESSOR CHARLES DUKE YONGE.

" A work of remarkable merit and interest, which will, we doubt not, become the most
popular English history of Marie Antoinette."—/Spectoior.

L.—SIR GIBBIE.
BY GEORGE MAC DONALD, LL.D.

" ' Sir Gribbie ' is a book of genius."—PaZZ Mall Gazette.

" This book has power, pathos, and humour."—.iiAewcewm.

LI.—YOUNG MRS. JARDINE.
BY THE AUTHOR OF *' JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."

' 'Young Mrs. Jardine' is a pretty story, written in pure English."

—

The. Times.
' There is much good feeling in this book. It is pleasant and wholesome."—J.i/ien«rMm.

LII.—LORD BRACKENBURY.
BY AMELIA B. EDWARDS.

"A very readable story. The author has well conceived the purpose of high-class

novel-writing, and succeeded in no small measure in attaining it. There is plenty of

variety, cheerful dialogue, and general ' verve ' in the book."—J.f/tenoeMm.

Lni.-IT WAS A LOVER AND HIS LASS.
BY MRS. OLIPHANT.

" In ' It was a Lover and his Lass,' we admire Mrs. Oliphant exceedingly. It would be
worth reading a second time, were it only for the sake of one ancient Scottish spinster,

who is nearly the counterpart of the admirable Mrs. Margaret Maitland."

—

Times.

LIV.—THE REAL LORD BYRON—THE STORY OF
THE POET'S LIFE.

BY JOHN CORDY JEAFFRESON.
" Mr. Jeaffreson comes forward with a narrative which must take a very important

place in Byronic literature ; and it may reasonably be anticipated that this book will be
regarded with deep interest by all who are concerned in the works and the fame of this

great English poet."

—

The Times.



WORKS BY THE AUTHOR OF

'SAM SLICK, THE CLOCKMAKEE.'
Each in One Volume^ Frontispiece, and Uniformly Bound, Price 5s.

NATURE AND HUMAN NATURE.
"We enjoy our old friend's company with unabated relish. This work is a ratfling

miscellany of sharp sayings, stories, and hard hits. It is full of fun and fancy."—^<A(i«(^M;«.
" Since Sam's flrst work he has written nothing so fresh, racy, and genuinely humorous aa

this. Every line of it tells in some way or other—instructively, satirically, jocosely, or
wittily. Admiration of Sam's mature talents, and laughter at his droll yarns, constantly
alternate as with unhalting avidity we peruse the work. The Clockmaker proves himself
the fastest time-killer a-going."

—

Ohsei-ver.

WISE SAWS AND MODERN INSTANCES.
" This delightful hook will be the most popular, as beyond doubt it is the best, of all tho

author's admirable works."

—

Standard.
" The book before us will be read and laughed over. Its quaint and racy dialect will

please some readers—its abundance of yarns will amuse others. There is something to
suit readers of every humour."

—

Alhenoeum.
" The humour of Sam Slick is inexhaustible. He is ever and everywhere a welcome

visitor ; smiles greet his approach, and wit and wisdom haag upon his tongue. We pro-
mise our readers a great treat from the perusal of these ' Wise Saws,' which contain a
world of practical wisdom, and a treasury of the richest fun."

—

Morning Post.

THE OLD JUDGE ; OR^^JFE IN A COLONY.
" By common consent this work is regarded as one of the raciest, truest to life, most

humorous, and most interesting works which have proceeded from the prolific pen of its

author. We all know what shrewdness of observation, what power of graphic descrip-
tion, what natural resources of drollery, and what a happy method of hitting off the
broader characteristics of the life he reviews, belong to Judge Haliburton. We have all

those qualities here ; but they are balanced by a serious literary purpose, and are employed
in the communication of information respecting certain phases of colonial experience
which impart to the work an element of sober utilitj."—Sunday Times.

TRAITS OF AMERICAN HUMOUR.
" No man has done more than the facetious Judge Haliburton, through the mouth of the

inimitable ' Sam,' to make the old parent country recognise and appreciate her queer
transatlantic progeny. His present collection of comic stories and laughable traits is a
budget of fun, full of rich specimens of American humour."

—

Globe.

"Yankeeism, portrayed in its raciest aspect, constitutes the contents of these superla-
tively entertaining sketches. The work embraces the most varied topics—political parties,
religious eccentricities, the flights of literature, and the absurdities of pretenders to learn-
ing, all come in for tbeir share of satire ; while we have specimens of genuine American
exaggerations and graphic pictures of social and domestic life as it is. The work will

have a wide circulation."—/oAn Bull.

THE AMERICANS AT HOME.
"In this highly entertaining work we are treated to another cargo of capital stories

from the inexhaustible store of our Yankee friend. In the volume before us he dishes up,
with his accustomed humour and terseness of style, a vast number of tales, none more
entertaining than another, and all of them graphically illustrative of the ways and man-
ners of brother Jonathan. The anomalies of American law, the extraordinary adventures
incident to life in the backwoods, and, above all, the peculiarities of American society, are
variously, powerfully, and, for the most part, amusingly exemplified."

—

John Bull.
" In the picturesque delineation of character, and the felicitous portraiture of national

features, no writer equals Judge Haliburton, and the subjects embraced in the present
delightful book call forth, in new and vigorous exercise, his peculiar powers. 'The
Americans at Home ' will not be less popular than any of his previous works."—/"osf.
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JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN.
Each in One Volume, Frontispiece, and Uniformly Bound, price 6s,

JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN.
" This is a very good and a very interesting worli. It is designed to trace the career

from boyhood to age of a perfect man—a Christian geu.tleman, and it abounds in incident
both well and highly wrought. Throughout it is conceived in a high spirit, and written
with great ability. This cheap and handsome new edition is worthy to pass freely from
hand to hand as a gift-book in many households."

—

Examiner.
"The story is very interesting The attachment between John Halifax and his wife is

beautifully painted, as are the pictures of their domestic life, and the growing up of their
children, and the conclusion of the book is beautiful and touching."

—

Athenceum.
"The new and cheaper edition of this interesting work will doubtless meet with great

success. John Halifax, the hero of this most beautiful story, is no ordinary hero, and this

his history is no ordinary book. It is a full-length portrait of a true gentleman, one of

nature's own nobility. It is also the history of a home, and a thoroughly English one.
The work abounds in incident, and is full of graphic power and true pathos. It is a book
that few will read without becoming wiser and better."

—

Scotsman.

A WOMAN'S THOUGHTS ABOUT WOMEN.
"A book of sound counsel. It is one of the most sensible works of its kind, well written,

true-hearted, and altogether practical. Whoever wishes to give advice to a young lady,
may .hank the author for means of doing bo."—Examiner.

" These'thoughts are worthy of the earnest and enlightened mind, the all-embracing
charity, and the well-earned reputation of the author of 'John Halifax.' "

—

Standard.
" This excellent book is characterised by good sense, good taste, and feeling, and is

written in an earnest, philanthropic, as well as practical spirit."—Po5i.

A LIFE FOK A LIFE.
" We are always glad to welcome this author. She writes from her own convictions,

and she has the power not only to conceive clearly what it is that she wishes to say, but
to express it in language effective and vigorous. In ' A Life for a Life ' she is fortunate
in a good subject, and she has produced a work of strong effect. The reader, having read
the book through for the story, will be apt (if he be of our persuasion) to return and read
again many pages and passages with greater pleasure than on a first perusal. The whole
book is replete with a graceful, tender delicacy ; and, in addition to it3 other merits, it is

written in good careful English."—Athenceum.

NOTHING NEW.
"

' Nothing New ' displays all those superior merits which have made ' John Halifax
'

one of the most popular works of the da,j."—Post.
" The reader will find these narratives calculated to remind him of that truth and

energy of human portraiture, that spell over human affections and emotions, which have
stamped this author as one of the first novelists of our day."

—

John Bull.

THE WOMAN'S KINGDOM.
'" The Woman's Kingdom ' sustains the author's reputation as a writer of the purest

and noblest kind of domestic stories. The novelist's lesson is given with admirable force
and sweetness."

—

Athenceum.
" ' The Woman's Kingdom ' is remarkable for its romantic interest. The characters

are masterpieces. Edna is worthy of the hand that drew John Halifax."

—

Fost.

STUDIES FEOM LIFE.
"These studies are truthful and vivid pictures of life, often earnest, always full of right

feeling, and occasionally lightened by touches of quiet genial humour. The volume is re-

markable for thought, sound sense, shrewd observation, and kind and sympathetic feeling
for all things good and beautiful."'

—

Post.



WORKS BY THE AUTHOR OF

JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN.
(continued,)

CHRISTIAN'S MISTAKE.
"A more charming story, to our taste, has rarely been written. Within the compass

of a single volume the writer has hit off a circle of varied characters, all true to nature

—

some true to the highest nature—and she has entangled them in a story which keeps U3

in suspense till the knot is happily and gracefully resolved ; while, at the same time, a
pathetic interest is sustained by an art of which it would be difficult to analyse the secret.

It is a choice gift to be able thus to render human nature so truly, to penetrate its depths

with such a searching sagacity, and to illuminate them with a radiance so eminently the

writer's own. Even if tried by the standard of the Archbishop of York, we should expect

that even he would pronounce 'Christian's Mistake' a novel without a fault."

—

The Times.
" This is a story good to have from the circulating library, but better to have from one's

bookseller, for it deserves a place in that little collection of clever and wholesome stories

•which forms one of the comforts of a well-appointed liomQy—Examiner.

MISTRESS AND MAID.
"A good, wholesome book, as pleasant to read as it is instructive."

—

Athenaeum.
" This book is written with the same true-hearted earnestness as ' John Halifax.' The-

spirit of the whole work is excellent."

—

Examiner.
"A charming tale charmingly told."

—

Standard.

A NOBLE LIFE.
" This is one of those pleasant tales in which the author of ' John Halifax ' speaks oufc

of a generous heart the purest traths of life.'

—

Examiner.
" Few men, and no women, will read ' A Noble Life ' without finding themselves the'

better."

—

Spectator.
" A story of powerful and pathetic interest."—Z>a% News.

A BRAVE LADY.
"A very good novel, showing a tender sympathy with human nature, and permeated

by a pure and noble spirit."

—

Examiner.
"A most charming story."

—

Standard.
"We earnestly recommend this novel. It is a special and worthy specimen of the'

author's remarkable powers. The reader's attention never for a moment flags."—Posi.

HANNAH.
" A powerful novel of social and domestic life. One of the most successful efforts of a-

successful novelist."

—

Daily News.
"A very pleasant, healthy story, well and artistically told. The book is sure of a wide

circle of readers. The character of Hannah is one of rare beauty."—<Sia«c?ar(i

THE UNKIND WORD.
" The author of ' John Halifax ' has written many fascinating stories, but we can call to-

mind nothing from her pen that has a more enduring charm than the graceful sketches in
this work. Such a character as Jessie stands out from a crowd of heroines as the type of
all that ia truly noble, pure, and womanly."— C^wiYed Service Magazine.

YOUNG MRS. JARDINE.
"

' Young Mrs. Jardine ' is a pretty story, written in pure 'English."—The Times.
"There is much good feeling in this book. It is pleasant and wholesome."

—

Athenceum..
" A book that all should read. Whilst it is quite the equal of any of its predecessors

in elevation of thought and style, it is perhaps their superior in interest of plot and
dramatic intensity. The characters are admirably delineated, and the dialogue is natural
and clear."

—

Morning Post.
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Each in One Volume, Frontispiece, and Uniformly Bound, Price 5s.

ADAM GRAEME OF MOSSGRAY.
" • Adam Graeme ' ia a story awakening genuine emotions of interest and delight by its

admirable pictures of Scottish life and scenery. The plot is cleverly complicated, and
there is great vitality in the dialogue, and remarkable brilliancy in the descriptive pas-
sages, as who that has read 'Margaret Mailaud' would not be prepared to expect?
But the story has a 'mightier magnet still,' in the healthy tone which pervades it, in its

feminine delicacy of thought and diction, and in the truly womanly tenderness of its

sentiments. The eloquent author sets before us the essential attributes of Christian
virtue, their deep and silent workings in the heart, and their beautiful manifestations in

the life, with a delicacy, a power, and a truth which can hardly bo surpasaed."—ifor/»«s/
Post.

THE LAIRD OF NORLAW.
"We have had frequent opportunities of commending Messrs. Hurst and Blackett'a

Standard Library. For neatness, elegance, and distinctness the volumes in this series

surpass anything with which we are familiar. ' The Laird of Norlaw ' will fully sustain
the author's high reputation. The reader is carried on from first to last with an energy
of sympathy that never flags."

—

Sunday Times.

'"The Laird of Norlaw' is worthy of the author's reputation. It is one of the most
exquisite of modem novels."—Observer.

IT WAS A LOVER AND HIS LASS.
•' In 'It was a Lover and his Lass,' we admire Mrs. Oliphant exceedingly. Her story i«

a very pretty one. It would be worth reading a second time, were it only for the sake of

one ancient Scottish spinster, who is nearly the counterpart of the admirable Mrs. Mar-
garet Maitland."--2YmftS.

AGNES.
" 'Agnes' ia a novel superior to any of Mrs. Oliphant's former works."

—

Athenceum.

"Mrs. Oliphant is one of the most admirable of our novelists. In her works there are

always to be found high principle, good taste, sense, and refinement. 'Agnes' ia a story

whose pathetic beauty will appeal irresistibly to all Te&dera."—Morning Post.

A ROSE IN JUNE.
'"A Kose in June' ia as pretty as its title. The story is one of the best and mopt

touching which we owe to the industry and talent of Mrs. Oliphant, and may hold its owa
with even ' The Chronicles of Carlingford.' ''—Times.

PHCEBE, JUNIOR.
"This last 'Chronicle of Carlingford' not merely takes rank fairly beside the first

which introduced us to 'Salem Chapel,' but surpasses all the intermediate recoids.

Phoebe, Junior, herself is admirably drawn."—J.cademy.

LIFE OF THE REV. EDWARD IRVING.
"A good book on a most interesting theme."

—

Times.

"A truly interesting and most affecting memoir. 'Irving's Life' ought to have a nic'^e

in every gallery of religious biography. There are few lives that will be fuller of iu-

ttruction, interest, and consolation."

—

Saturday Review.
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GEORGE MAC DOMED, LLD.
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ALEC FORBES OF HOWGLEN.
"No account of this story would give any idea of the profound interest that pervades

the work from the first page to the last."

—

Athenaaum.
" A novel of uncommon merit Sir Walter Scott said he would advise no man to try

to read ' Clarissa Harlowe ' out loud in company if he wished to keep his character for

manly superiority to tears. We fancy a good many hardened old novel-readers will feel

a rising in the throat as they follow the fortunes of Alec and Annie."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.
" The whole story is one of surpassing excellence and beauty."

—

Daily News.
" This book is full of good thought and good writing. Dr. Mac Donald looks in his stories

more to the souls of men and women than to their social outside. He reads life and
Nature like a true poet"—.Examiner.

ROBERT FALCONER.
"

' Robert Falconer ' is a work brimful of life and humour and of the deepest human
interest It is a work to be returned to again and again for the deep and searching
knowledge it evinces of human thoughts and feelings."—^^/jenoEwm.
"This story abounds in exquisite specimens of the word-painting in which Dr. Mac

Donald excels, charming transcripts of Nature, full of light, air, and colour."—Saturdap
Review.

" This noble story displays to the best advantage all the powers of Dr. Mae Donald's
genius."

—

Illustrated London News.
" • Robert Falconer ' is the noblest work of Action that Dr. Mac Donald has yet pro-

duced."

—

British Quarterly Review.
" The dialogues in ' Robert Falconer ' are so finely blended with humour and pathos as

to make them in themselves an intellectual treat to which the reader returns again and
again."Spectator.

DAVID ELGINBROD.
"A novel which is the work of a man of genius. It will attract the highest class of

readers."

—

Times.
" There are many beautiful passages and descriptions in this book. The characters are

extremely well drawn."

—

Athenceum.
"A clever novel. The incidents are exciting, and the interest is maintained to the

close. It may be doubted if Sir Walter Scott himself ever painted a Scotch fireside with
more truth than Dr. Mac Donald."

—

Morning Post.

"David Elginbrod is the finest character we have met in fiction for many a day. The
descriptions of natural scenery are vivid, truthful, and artistic; the general reflections are
those of a refined, thoughtful, and poetical philosopher, and the whole moral atmosphere
of the book is lofty, pure, and invigorating."—G^Zoie.

SIR GIBBIE.
"

' Sir Gibbie ' is a book of genius."—PaZZ Mall Gazette.

"This book has power, pathos, and humour. There ia not a character which is not
lifelike. There are many powerful scenes, and the portraits will stay long in our
memory."

—

Athenaeum.
"

' Sir Gibbie ' is unquestionably a book of genius. It abounds in humour, pathos,
insight into character, and happy touches of description."

—

Graphic.
"'Sir Gibbie' contains some of the most charming writing the author has yet pro-

duced."

—

Scotsman.
"

' Sir Gibbie ' is one of the most touching and beautiful stories that has been written
for many years. It is not a novel to be idly read and laid aside ; it Is a grand work, to be
kept near at hand, and studied and thought over."

—

Morning Post.
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